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Abstract
Local governance and social cohesion are important political principles which feature
prominently in Ukrainian politics but there are many obstacles to their effective
implementation. Despite many discussions about the need for the reform of local government,
both in political institutions as well as in civil society, there is no political will to draft a plan
and an action plan with a view to implement it. A divided political opposition and diminished
civil society mean that there is little impetus to reform the system. The local political elite is
still not able to take over the running of local government. The majority of them are still
tuned into the centralised model and they do not have the political education to run their local
councils independently. Both the psychology of local politicians as well as the administrative
structure still favour the centralised model. Centralisation has been taking place since 2010
and political and economic power is concentrated in the office of the President and the ruling
elite. The 2008 crisis, on top of the 20 years of economic problems, impoverished the
majority of the Ukrainian population which exacerbated their retreat from the political
sphere. On the one hand, they felt and still feel that the ruling elite does not want them in the
corridors of power. They are invited and wooed to vote but no more than that. They also
perceive the ruling elite as corrupt and guided by their economic interests. On the other hand
they decided to withdraw because they needed to concentrate on developing survival
strategies. Networks play an important role in developing and supporting the strategies of
survival. Through these networks Ukrainians are able to obtain a wide variety of support,
from food to help with education, health care and the search for employment. These networks
are a backbone of Ukrainian state and society and as such they are a part of all different
groups of Ukrainian society. Networks are vital political, social and economic structures. As
much as they are helping some Ukrainians to survive they are also helping a smaller minority
to enrich themselves. Networks which base their existence only on the exchange of favours,
blat, as in Soviet times, are based on a smaller number of trusted members. Since Ukrainian
society embraced market forces, financial transactions have become more important in these
networks. Corruption has become endemic to Ukrainian society and has permeated not only
the economic sphere but also public services such as education, health care and social
services. As a result of political centralisation, only lip service is paid to the reform of local
government and to the process of decentralization. The process of centralization together with
the economic recession and high levels of corruption is creating a fragmented society in
which there are increasingly less connections between different groups in society.
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1. Introduction
Local governance and social cohesion are both concepts which entail and explore
participation and inclusion. Local governance addresses changes in the style of governing and
advocates participation of a wide range of not only political but social groups in government.
It also highlights the importance of involving the local population so that it can influence the
decisions of government. Social cohesion studies were very much inspired by the quality of
life research arguing that there is a need to analyse how political and economic changes
influence transformation, processes and structure of a society not only how its individuals are
affected by these changes. And with the 2008 banking crisis and recession the research on
social cohesion is of vital importance since it is analysing a growing gap not only between
different countries but within both developed and developing countries. The growing gap has
potentially destructive eﬀects on social cohesion and risks exacerbating societal tensions.
In the first part of the paper, we present a literature review of concepts of local governance
and social cohesion. Local governance, as we argue, stands for participation understood as
taking part in the exercise of power between a variety of actors who are members of different
networks and who are expected to behave responsibly; that is to promote the common good
rather than personal gain. Participation also means the empowering of the local population
while acknowledging that the state still plays an important role because of all the resources it
has. Social cohesion entails the participation of all members of a community in different
aspects of their community life. Therefore we approach social cohesion through the
instruments of social inclusion. If we analyse social cohesion only through participation we
are putting a boundary between those included and excluded and we feel that it is important
to address those who are excluded and through instruments such as education, health care and
alleviation of poverty include them in our society.
The second part of the paper analyses quantitative data collected by different surveys on the
same concepts which is followed by data which was collected during fieldwork in Ukraine.
All the quantitative research shows that the Ukrainians hardly trust their politicians, political
parties, the President and its government. However one has to bear in mind they also do not
trust organisations which belong to Ukrainian civil society since they feel betrayed by the
majority of them. There is a widespread corruption amongst Ukrainian politicians and
growing social inequalities. Civil society, which is vital for democracy to develop and
function, is on the margins of the society. If there is hardly any trust between the majority of
population and political elite there is trust among family members and close friends and these
networks are important for the survival of many of the people in Ukraine. Decentralization
never figured prominently in the rhetoric of the political elite in Ukraine as it did in some
other countries of Eastern Europe. When there was a discussion about it, it usually finished
with a verbal declaration only. Importantly, the local political elite is still not able to take
over the running of local government. The majority of them are still tuned into the centralised
model and they do not have the political education to run their local councils independently.
Both the psychology of local politicians and administrative structures still favour the
centralised model. The Ukrainian population trusts local politicians more than central
government but the levels of trust are again very low. The last banking crisis impoverished
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the majority of population which as a result had to engage in developing survival strategies.
They turned towards family and friends in a time of need. It is therefore possible to conclude
that Ukraine is a highly centralised and socially fragmented country in which local
governance is not on the political agenda.

2. Literature Review
2.1.

Understanding Governance

The concept of governance began to be widely employed in the 1990s in relation to shifting
patterns in the style of governing. It questions both the role which the government and its
bodies play as well as the need to involve different types of communities in the process of
governing. Therefore it questions the role which the state plays in the process of
democratisation and economic development. (Bevir, 2011, pp. 4-10) It also highlights the
issue of democratic accountability. The model of government in a democratic nation state is
in theory characterised by clear channels of participation and transparent lines of
accountability for executive action. However, in practice, the state is seen as getting either
too involved in regulating markets or capitulating to the market forces as well as being
“captured by … corrupt politicians and unaccountable bureaucracies”. (Hirst, 2000; Pierre, J.,
ed., 2000) Based on neoclassical economics, in the early 1990s governance was understood
as new public management; contracting-out, franchising and introducing new forms of
regulation. (Stoker, 1998, p. 18; Rhodes, 2000, pp. 56-57) The role of the state was to be
minimal. New public management strategies address the issue of governance in relation to
their policies towards the public sector and public administration. These strategies consisted
of privatisation of public industries and services and of their quality control. Furthermore,
they introduced commercial practises and management in public administration.1 A visible
line of responsibility and accountability between the welfare state and its citizens was now
replaced by a triangle of customers, service providers and share-holders, to whom the
providers were as equally committed as to customers.2 In the late 1990s a new approach was
introduced based on partnership, networks and trust where the state was seen as a facilitator,
guaranteeing a space for different types of communities.3 This type of governance, often
called negotiated social governance, developed on the micro and mezzo level and is therefore
seen as democracy in action.4 It embraces different actors; from members of the local
government to local businessmen, from trade unions to trade associations as well as NGOs
and less permanent groups, who organise themselves around the issue in question. The state
1

“The new paradigm denounced bureaucracy and public oﬃcials, and championed markets and entrepreneurs.
It turned away from what was now derided as big government, bloated bureaucracy, and uniform solutions, and
toward a private sector that was now lauded as competitive, eﬃcient, and ﬂexible. This paradigm shift was also
one from institutional deﬁnitions of good government, which emphasised clear-cut divisions of responsibility set
in a context of hierarchical relationships, toward new deﬁnitions of eﬃcient processes deﬁned in terms of
service-delivery and outputs with an attendant emphasis on transparency, user-friendliness and incentive
structures.” Bevir, M. (2011), p. 9.
2
It is important to highlight the consequences of turning citizens into customers and therefore stripping them of
their rights and their responsibilities towards the state and their local community.
3
“When social scientists inspired by sociological theories of rationality studied neoliberal reforms of the public
sector, they were often highly critical. They argued that the reforms exasperated problems of coordination and
steering; they promoted networks and joined-up government. The advocates of networks distinguish them from
hierarchies as well as markets.” Bevir, M. (2011), p. 9.
4
Sometimes also labelled as democracy from below and viewed as an important part of the essence of
democracy.
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and government have been attacked both from the right and from the left. These attacks have
in common “what might be called a ‘post-political’ search for effective regulation and
accountability”. (Hirst, 2000, p.13) It is important to add participation to this ‘post-political’
project. The state and government have been criticised, especially from the left, for not
including its citizens into the process of governing and for only courting them during an
election campaign. (ibid., pp. 14-19)
To these two understandings of the concept of governance we need to add another three
approaches which are discussed in the literature. 1. International development agencies and
western governments introduced the concept of good governance as an important component
in the process of economic growth and development. ‘Good governance’, promoted by the
World Bank, means creating a social and political environment which encourages the
development of the private sector in the economy and in the rest of the society. 2. Important
problems in our societies can only be solved on a global level (global warming, regulation of
financial markets, war on terror, human trafficking etc.). ‘Governance without government’,
in the field of international institutions and regimes, discusses the role of international
organisations which are not accountable to any state or nation as well as the need for these
organisations to change to be more transparent before and during the decision-making
process. 3. ‘Corporate governance’ primarily relates to the Anglo-Saxon commercial world
where professional managers run companies not involving shareholders. The concept is
synonymous with transparency and accountability. (Rhodes, 2000, pp. 55-63)
Issues raised in these different approaches are important because they highlight different, as
well as discuss the same, aspects and therefore enable and facilitate an analysis of dimensions
of governance.
Governance entails the participation of different actors, governmental institutions, civil
society, corporate interest as well as international organizations.5 It is important to stress the
participation of these different actors in the decision-making process and its delivery for two
reasons, both of which relate to the issue of legitimacy. “The exercise of power needs to be
legitimate… A legislation deficit undermines public support and commitment to programmes
of change and ultimately undermines the ability of power-holders to mobilize resources and
promote co-operation and partnership.” (Stoker, 1998, p. 20) Beetham argued that for power
to be fully legitimate three conditions are required: “its conformity to established rules; the
justifiability of the rules by reference to shared believes; and the express consent of
subordinate, or most significant among them, to particular relations of power.” (Beetham,
1991, in: Stoker 1998, p. 21) Building on three conditions which Beetham developed from
empirical observations of the workings of political systems and bearing in mind the workings
of the political system in Ukraine, it is important to add a fourth criteria; the familiarity and
transparency of the rules. It is only when people are familiar with the rules and understand
them that they can accept them, adhere to them and behave accordingly.6 Firstly, people who
have a stake in their society or, in other words, who feel invited to the corridors of power
where their contribution is welcome are ready to participate in the decision-making process
and with their act of participation they are enhancing the legitimacy of governance and are
5

“It would be illusory to think that democracy consists merely in the competition for the access to government
resources. Democracy in complex societies requires conditions which enable individuals and social groups to
affirm themselves and to be recognised for what they are or wish to be.” Melluci, A. (1998) p.172.
6
There is always going to be ambiguity about rules. There are also always going to be people who do not accept
them.
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able to contribute to its workings. Secondly, the legitimation of local governance is based on
the involvement of local communities as well responsiveness to the needs of local people.
Ukrainians and Moldovans trust their local government precisely because they know who the
local councillors are and feel that since both members of the community and local councillors
have a stake in the community the local government is going to deliver on the promises
which were made in collaboration between local government and members of the
community. Governance seen as participation also shifts its concern towards the reality of
everyday life. As some of my interviewees stressed, their concern was to improve local
services (to sum up their thoughts) “today since it was not done yesterday”. Governance
therefore is not primarily concerned with building a formal structure of government, which is
important for functioning governance, but focusses on the complex, unpredictable and messy
life of a community.
The concept of governance emphasises the power dependence between these different actors.
Both central and local state are being ‘overloaded’ by tasks and demands placed upon them
by the wider society. Therefore they have to rethink their role and develop strategies to share
responsibilities for the production and delivery of public services. Governance depends on
the co-operation and co-ordination of different actors in order to ensure that collective action
fulfils its goal/s. Co-operation, in this context, means commitment to collective action and
therefore exchanging resources according to the agreed rules (as discussed above). Coordination involves the organisation of different actors according to their resources. As a
result, different types of partnership can be developed. Stoker argues that there are three
possible forms which he names as: principal-agent relationship, inter-organisational
negotiations and systemic co-ordination. (Stoker, 1998, p. 22) The first one is a relationship
in which one party (principal) hires the other party (agent) to undertake a certain task. We
would add that this is an unequal relationship in which partners partially know each other and
therefore take a risk in working together to fulfil the task. Their co-operation is based on
trust. The second type of partnership involves negotiations over the means of achieving a
certain task. All actors negotiate from the point of view of their organisational goals and try
to integrate different approaches. And we would argue that during negotiations trust
gradually develops which makes this type of co-ordination more conducive to achieving a
certain goal. The third type is not only about integrating different points of view but
integrating organisations which, we would argue, makes them stronger and more visible at
the negotiating table as a result of their combined resources. Although this type of coordination produces larger and more vocal organisations, there is also a possibility that
certain organisations and their issues are silenced.

The concept of governance also entails a blurring of boundaries between these different
actors and here the issues of responsibility and accountability are vital.7 Historically
“(R)esponsibility referred as much to the character of politicians and oﬃcials as to their
relationship to the public. Politicians and oﬃcials had a duty to respond to the demands,
wishes, and needs of the people. To act responsibly was to act so as to promote the common
good rather than to seek personal advantage.” (Bevir, 2011, p. 11) Today, because the state is
stepping back and it is only one of the institutions which are involved in delivering public
7

Today responsibility and accountability are seen as synonymous. However, accountability does not entail the
moral implications that are associated with the concept of responsibility; it is not a character trait. ‘Being called
to account’ means that one has to answer questions, usually to his/her superior.
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services, responsibility is shared between different agencies which often means that nobody
is willing to bear responsibility. (Rhodes, 2000, pp. 76-78) Furthermore, discussions about
the role of the welfare state have entailed a new approach towards citizenship which
highlights both the rights and responsibilities of an individual. As a result, responsibility is no
longer confined exclusively to an institution. The majority of institutions as well as
individuals are passing it off to another institution and as a result a culture of blame,
avoidance and scapegoating has developed.
Governance highlights the importance of the autonomy of self-governing networks or, in
other words, governmental institutions should not impose decisions, but decisions should be
the result of a blending of different opinions. Once actors/institutions are organised as selfgoverning networks they “involve not just influencing government policies but taking over
the business of government”. (Stoker, 1998, p. 23) These networks are characterised by
institutional interdependence, the exchange of resources, trust and autonomy from the state.
As a result of these characteristics, there may be challenges related to accountability towards
their own members as well as the broader community. What is going to happen with
dissenting voices? Are they always going to be heard? Also there are issues related to the
openness of these networks. How much are they ready to take on new members and hear new
opinions? Although the state no longer occupies a privileged position, it is still trying to steer
these networks.
The governance perspective acknowledges that the state, and therefore the government as
well, still plays an important role both because of its authority, the resources which its
institutions have gathered as well as the trust which some levels of government still
command. However, from the point of view of governance it is important for the state not to
command or use authority but to guide and steer. Because of its institutional resources, the
state is able to identify stakeholders and develop linkages between them to achieve the
desired goals.
Governance entails the participation of actors and institutions which belong to different
sectors of state and society and should aim towards distributing power and influence widely
among the local population. Governance is a political activity. It is a process of building up
trust between these different players. Their power in the decision making process depends, on
the one hand, on their human capital, the knowledge which they have about a certain issue
and task, and social capital, the networks which they belong to and co-operate with. On the
other hand, the state and government are still powerful since they have administrative and
financial capacity (economic capital). For governance to function two requirements are
needed; firstly, the state needs to use its authority to guide and steer (not command) during
the process of decision making and secondly, all institutions/networks/actors need to be open
and inclusive of different opinions. This approach clearly points out that a governance
perspective provides an organisational framework for our research. It suits our fast changing
times because its own characteristics are those of fluidity, shifting boundaries, adaptation,
learning and experiment. It raises a myriad of questions. It is a mosaic where different
actors/institutions do not always fit perfectly but are able to ask questions in their own way
and tell us their views.
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The concept of local governance highlights the importance of a spatial perspective in the
styles of governing. Localities are vital in shaping participation and power dependence
between different actors. Decentralization occurred in some parts of Central, Eastern and
South East Europe (e.g. Poland, Bulgaria, Romania) as a reaction to the highly centralised
communist system. In some others countries in these regions, centralisation was seen as the
answer to primarily ethnic problems (e.g. the Ukraine) or wars and conflicts (as in the
countries of the former Yugoslavia). Discussions relating to a new system of governing in the
early 1990s, which took place among national as well as nationalistic elites8in different
Eastern European countries, led to re-thinking the Western European model of giving more
power to local levels of government. Bearing in mind the struggle for independence there was
a discussion about ‘giving power to the people’, to the local civil society activists and
organisations. (Coulson and Campbell, 2008, p.1) If one looks at the results of the first local
elections in the Ukraine in 1990 one can compile a long list of civil society organisations and
activists which were elected. (Campbell, 1995, pp.122-124) Also there was a strong belief,
especially among members of civil society organisations, that joining European nations
meant both subscribing to different layers of identity, as European nations do, and developing
democracy at different state levels. That way of reasoning, it was argued, was based on and
supported by the Council of Europe’s European Charter of Local Self-Governance of 1985.
Even if these ideas were short-lived they highlighted the importance of local democracy. The
major issue concerning local democracy was that, although it was demanded from below, it
was imposed and managed from above, from the central state. This was not surprising
bearing in mind that the new political elites were either the old communist elite or people
who were brought up under communism and whose political culture and a style of governing
was very much influenced by the communist regime’s hierarchy.
The concept of local governance relates to decentralization, understood as a process of power
redistribution from central to local authorities, since it addresses structure, functions and
processes of power distribution within local authorities. Decentralization, according to the
World Bank Institute, has three main dimensions: political, administrative and fiscal. Political
decentralization addresses the transfer of power to the people and their elective
representatives and therefore presupposes reform of the electoral system, the development of
political parties and state support for the process of political participation. Administrative
decentralization is understood as, full or partial, transfer of responsibilities to plan, finance
and manage public services. It has three forms: deconcentration, delegation and devolution.
“Deconcentration can merely shift responsibilities from central government officials in the
capital city to those working in regions, provinces, or districts, or it can create strong field
administration or local administrative capacity under the supervision of central government
ministries. Through delegation central governments transfer responsibility for decisionmaking and administration of public functions to semi-autonomous organizations not wholly
controlled by the central government, but ultimately accountable to it. Devolution usually
transfers responsibilities for services to municipalities that elect their own mayors and
councils, raise their own revenues, and have independent authority to make investment
decisions.” (Litvack, and Seddon, eds., 1999, p.3) Fiscal decentralization implies the right to
make decisions about expenditure of the local government as well as decisions over whether
to raise taxes locally or transfer them from central government. (ibid., pp. 2-3)
Decentralization is a key process in building a bottom-up democracy and encouraging
8

There is a difference between national and nationalistic elites. The first one builds their understanding of the
nation state on the civic concept of the nation while the latter one on the ethnic concept of the nation.
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political participation on the local level. The pace of its development is very much embedded
in the political, economic and cultural history of a country in question.
Local governance in Ukraine relates to an administrative-territorial reform which has been
advocated by the present government but not delivered. Ukraine is still a centralised country
ruled by political and economic elites around President Viktor Yanukovich. On the local level
it has a dual system of governance, local state administration, appointment by the President,
and elected local councils. These two bodies do not have the same power due to financial
resources which are allocated by the central state to the local state administration. As a result,
party politics plays a much bigger role in allocating resources than the needs of the
population in different administrative-territorial units. As nearly all of the interviewees stated,
there is a problem with human capital. The majority of councillors are still not educated
enough to be able to perform their roles. Oleksadr Solontay, a member of the Institute of
Political Education in Kyiv, argues that the majority of the population does not realise that
democracy is not only about elections. “Even to have proper elections we need to educate
people. Ukrainians are still not aware of that. Our values system needs to change.”9 In
Ukraine people are struggling to survive. According to the Institute for Demography,
Academy of Sciences 42% of Ukrainians spend 60% of their income on food. (Komentary,
No.18, 10th May 2013, p.4) So people have a few jobs and, as I was frequently told, there is
“no time for politics”. There are two consequences of this withdrawal from politics. Civil
society organisations are small in number and politics functions as an independent sphere
from the rest of the society. People are disillusioned with both politicians and civil society
activists. There is no longer interest in civil society organisations since people feel betrayed
by the Orange Revolution and its leaders who were an important part of the civil society.10 A
fundamental part of a functioning democracy is civil society. As we argued, the concept of
governance entails participation of actors and institutions, of both state and civil society
organisations. It also entails responsibility for actions taken and transparency. “My analysis
suggests variation in local government transparency to be a function of the density of political
and civil society, and the institutions that mediate between them, as opposed to
socioeconomic development or locality size.” (Dowley, K.M. 2006) As will be further
elaborated later in the paper, local government (as well as central government) is not
sufficiently scrutinised by its citizens as a result of political apathy.11
The system of administrative-territorial structure is defined according to the 1996
Constitution of Ukraine12, Chapter IX13, Article 133, in Paragraph 1.14 In Paragraph 2 Crimea
9

Interview with Oleksandr Solontay, 24th May 2013.
Interview with Igor Kohut, 21st May 2013.
11
Interview with Igor Kohut, 21st May 2013.
12
In 2010 the Constitutional Court made a decision to revert to the 1996 Constitution, after 6 years of discussion
and debate which focussed especially on two bills. One of these bills related to the introduction of parliamentary
democracy and the other one related to the reform of local government.
10

13

Article 132. The territorial structure of Ukraine shall be based on the principles of unity and integrity of the
State territory, the combination of centralization and decentralization in the exercise of the state power, and the
balanced socio-economic development of regions taking into consideration their historical, economic,
ecological, geographic, and demographic characteristics as well as ethnic and cultural traditions.
Article 133. The system of the administrative and territorial structure of Ukraine shall include: the Autonomous
Republic of Crimea, oblasts, rayons, cities, city districts, settlements and villages.
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and oblasts are listed together with the cities of Kyiv and Sevastopol. In paragraph 3 it stated
that these two cities are given a special status but what a special status entails is not clearly
stated. One can speculate that since they are listed together with oblasts and Crimea they have
the same status as oblasts and Crimea. This speculation is not based in the law. It is not stated
at all in Article 132 what is the rationale for the hierarchy of administrative-territorial units.
Especially since two categories are mixed: rayons and oblasts which belong to administrative
and territorial structure and cities, towns and villages which are categories of urban planning.
(Tkachuk, et al, 2012, p.46) The relationship and remit of these different levels is not
stipulated. This becomes more transparent if one analyses Chapter VI, The Cabinet of
Ministers of Ukraine. Other Executive Authorities, Articles 118 and 119, do not at all address
the duties of executive bodies but only the way they are constituted and to whom they are
responsible (i.e. the President of Ukraine). Local state administration is also accountable to
local council for authorities delegated to them by local councils. This type of wording creates
lines of conflict between different levels of government especially since there is not a clear
division of duties and responsibilities of these different levels. Chapter XI, Local SelfGovernment, Article 140, states that local self-government is based on the rights of citizens.
However it does not address what a local settlement is, nor does it state where its
(geographical) boundaries are and therefore where its jurisdiction finishes. Therefore it does
not come as a surprise that the Articles 118, 119, 133 and 140 have been taken quite a few
times for the interpretation to the Constitutional Court. (ibid., p.47) “In Ukraine there has
been no major change since 1990, just the gradual progress of territorial fragmentation. The
municipal tier has remained very weak both in functional and ﬁnancial terms, while the
devolvement of functions has largely stopped at oblast and rayon levels. So far, only the
(very weak) municipal tier enjoys full self-government status, while on the upper tiers we
notice a domination of administration which is nominated by and subordinated to the centre.
The territorial organisation requires also complete delimitation of geographical boundaries of
local units and clariﬁcation of the situation regarding the chaotic relationship between two (or
more) local government units of the same tier which operate on the same territory (for
example a village within the territory of the city).” (Swianiewicz, 2006, p.618)
Legal difficulties are embedded in the centralist heritage of the communist state. Jerzy
Regulski argues that in all countries of Central, Eastern and South East Europe
decentralisation was dependent on five monopolies: 1. the monopoly of the Communist
Party; 2. top to bottom ruling; 3. the monopoly of state property; 4. the monopoly of state
budget and 5. the monopoly of central state administration. In Ukraine these monopolies
Ukraine shall be composed of the Autonomous Republic of Crimea, Vinnytsia Oblast, Volyn Oblast,
Dnipropetrovsk Oblast, Donetsk Oblast, Zhytomyr Oblast, Zakarpattia Oblast, Zaporizhia Oblast, IvanoFrankivsk Oblast, Kyiv Oblast, Kirovohrad Oblast, Luhansk Oblast, Lviv Oblast, Mykolayiv Oblast, Odesa
Oblast, Poltava Oblast, Rivne Oblast, Sumy Oblast, Ternopil Oblast, Kharkiv Oblast, Kherson Oblast,
Khmelnytskyi Oblast, Cherkasy Oblast, Chernivtsi Oblast and Chernihiv Oblast, the City of Kyiv, and the City
of Sevastopol.
The cities of Kyiv and Sevastopol shall have special status determined by the law of Ukraine.
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This system is based on the administrative-territorial system of Soviet Ukraine. According to the 2001
Population Census there are 27 oblasts (including AR of Crimea and Kyiv and Sevastopol); 490 rayons and 174
cities of rayon status; 11632 units which have status of local self-government (449 towns, 790 townships, 10280
village councils and 122 districts of cities); and 29000 settlement units which do not have an automatic status of
local self-government.
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played an important role and they are still embedded in the present culture. The only
difference is that now there is a monopoly of private property and the party in power.
Presently it is The Party of Regions which is challenged unsuccessfully by the disunited
political opposition. “Over 14 years have passed since the adoption of the new Constitution
of Ukraine in 1996; nevertheless, no fundamental law on the administrative and territorial
structure has been passed, while contemporary issues relating to the administrative and
territorial structure continue to be resolved in accordance with the Decree of the President of
the Verkhovna Rada of the Ukrainian SSR “On the procedure addressing issues related to the
administrative and territorial structure of Ukrainian SSR” of March 12, 1981.” (Tkachuk, et
al, p.53) In 1997 the Law on Local Self-Government was adopted and in line with the
Constitution confirmed and strengthened the self-government status of towns and villages. In
practice it gave this status only to oblasts and rayons and their executive power was a part of
central administration. The central administration was in turn dependent on presidential
administration. (Swianiewicz, 2008, p.67)15 It is therefore not surprising that the majority of
my interviewees stated that there is no real interest in local government, “It is not high on the
Central Government agenda.”
Local governance, in summary, therefore stands for participation understood as taking part in
the exercise of power between a variety of actors who are parts of different networks and who
are expected to behave responsibly in a manner that promotes the common good rather than
personal gain. Participation also means the empowering of the local population while
acknowledging that the state still plays an important role because of all resources it has.
2.2.

Social Cohesion

The concept of local governance entails the participation of local communities with the aim
of improving the quality of life of the local population. Studies of quality of life and social
cohesion are interwoven. Social cohesion studies were very much inspired by quality of life
research arguing that there is a need to analyse how political and economic changes influence
transformation, processes and structure of a society not only how its individuals are affected
by these changes. (Berger-Schmitt, 2000) The quality of life as well as social cohesion
studies are very much back on the forefront of social sciences research because of the 2008
banking crisis. The recession has generated challenges to living standards which are still
largely defined on the basis of income.16 The recession has also highlighted a growing gap
between the rising of income per capita and poverty not only between developed and
developing world but within both developed and developing countries and runs a risk of
exacerbating societal tensions. According to Stiglitz, Sen and Fitoussi the quality of life has
the following dimensions: material living standards (income, consumption and wealth);
health; education; personal activities including work; political voice and governance; social
15

See also Law of Ukraine on Local Self-Government in Ukraine, Article 2, Paragraph 2.
However, Amartya Sen argues that income is not easy to measure. He argues that we desire income but it
does not have an impact we think it should have. Income is only a small part of the good life. There is a
difference between life we think is good and we come to believe it is good. Non-income factors are vital for the
good life (for example, disabled people value access to prosthesis or mental health care). According to this line
of reasoning, the quality of life should not only be measured according to income but also on the basis of the
degree to which individuals are free to live a good life.
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connections and relationships; environment (present and future conditions); and insecurity, of
an economic as well as a physical nature. (Stiglitz et al., 2009. p.14-15) The quality of life, as
measured using social indicators, focuses on an individual and more recently on households.
(Moller and Huschka eds., 2009, p.2; EBRD, 2011) Which indicators are going to be used
depends on one’s conceptual approach. Three approaches are usually stated and they belong
to different philosophical traditions; utilitarianism, social justice and new welfare economics.
The first one focuses on subjective well-being and it is connected with measurements of
happiness. An individual is seen as the best judge of one’s needs. The second approach
addresses “the capabilities of people, that is, the extent of their opportunity set and of their
freedom to choose among this set, the life they value.” (Stiglitz et al, 2009, p.15) People
should have equal opportunities while society should respect the different abilities of an
individual to pursue a goal of his/her choice. The third approach is related to the fair
allocation of resources where the state intervenes or makes arrangements regarding the
distribution of income with a belief in the equality of all its members. (ibid., p.42) As much
as improving the quality of life of an individual is an aim in its own right, it is also important
as an instrument for the creation of a more equal society, a society in which people live
together however different they may be. These differences can be cultural, ethnic and/or
economic and the issue is how to develop, on the one hand trust between these different
communities and on the other how to empower people so that they have opportunities to
choose the way of life they value.

The concept of social cohesion traces its origins to the work of French sociologist Emile
Durkheim who tried to understand what holds together newly industrialised societies in the
absence of traditional sources of authority. He developed his theory in opposition to the
liberalism of Jeremy Bentham and the individualism of Herbert Spencer. He also rejected the
views of Auguste Comte who advocated a strong role for the state in society. He argued that,
in French terminology, social solidarite is embedded both in the state and civil society. He
acknowledged that as the population grows and the economy develops ‘collective
conscience’ lags behind until a new form of solidarity emerges, a transition from ‘mechanic’
to ‘organic’ solidarity. He worked on his theory of social cohesion all his life so it is not
surprising that he has influenced differing conceptions of social cohesion. Green et al have
argued that 3 differing regimes17 of social cohesion can be discerned; labelled as ‘liberal’,
‘social market’ and ‘social democratic’. The liberal regime of social cohesion bases its
legitimacy on an individual and his/her freedom. The individual is valued more than the state
and freedom more than equality. There is a belief in equality of opportunity, freedom to
choose and reward according to merit. The role of civic institutions is important in addressing
issues raised by individuals. State institutions maintain respect for law and order. The social
market regime combines private enterprise with state regulations to form a society which
promotes the market economy and social solidarity. In its welfare approach it insists more on
solidarity than equality. The social democratic regime has at its heart equality and social
solidarity. Social cohesion is driven and guaranteed by the state. There is a social partnership
between state and its citizens. Social solidarity is visible in the work place where wages are
set through the bargaining between trade unions, corporations and the state. Generous welfare
continues to be a part of the recent ‘flexicurity system’, which eased rules in hiring and firing.
Another crucial foundation of social cohesion is comprehensive education. (Green et al,
2009, pp.19-22, p.78).
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The concept of social cohesion has been used by policy makers in Europe especially since the
1980s because of the effects which economic and political changes had on the social fabric. It
has become more widely employed since the 2008 banking crisis. With the rise of
inequalities and diversity accompanied by globalisation there are threats to social cohesion
which are defined either as rising income inequalities, unemployment and crime, the decline
of traditional family, increased immigration as well as segregation of the migrant
communities, the proliferation of identity politics and prevailing mores of individualism and
self-interest and political extremism and terrorism. (Green et al. 2009, p.4) Social cohesion
defined through these causes clearly points out that it is used as a normative concept. It is a
goal and a means to achieve this goal. But one has to bear in mind that how a socially
cohesive society should look depends on one’s point of view (either that of a researcher or a
policy maker). Furthermore it presupposes that social cohesion is always beneficial to the
development of a society.18 Cohesion implies inclusion which highlights that certain
communities and/or individuals excluded. Some authors like Ralph Dahrendorf argue (using
emotive language) that one (of two) elements of social cohesion is inclusion (the other is
social capital). “People belong; they are not allowed to be excluded.” (Dahrendorf et al, 1995,
p.vii )
The concept of social cohesion has a multiplicity of meanings which all stress its
multidimensionality. (Novy, et al, 2012, p.1874) Definitions entail characteristics which
relate to social attitudes and behaviour as well as to institutional characteristics. As a result, a
majority of definitions would include the following; shared values and goals, a sense of
belonging and common identity, tolerance and respect for other cultures and individuals,
interpersonal and institutional trust, civic cooperation, active civic participation and lawabiding behaviour as well as institutions for the sharing of risk and providing social
protection, redistributive mechanisms to foster equality or equality of opportunity (such as
welfare state) and conflict resolution mechanisms. (Green, et al, 2009, p.8)
For the purpose of our paper we feel that the best way to approach social cohesion is by
concentrating on social exclusion and by employing social inclusion mechanisms to develop
a socially cohesive society. Social inclusion mechanisms primarily relate to policies which
alleviate poverty, unemployment, low level of education and poor health. (Atkinson, Marlier,
Nolan, 2004, pp. 6-12) These mechanisms address both individuals and their households.
Social cohesion entails, on the one hand, inclusion, which also means that certain groups may
be excluded. Therefore, the above listed dimensions address also exclusion and the
deprivation of an individual, in the form of his/her inability to participate in the social,
political and economic life; especially to participate in distributional and relational aspects of
the state since an individual, for the purpose of the state, is defined through these aspects. The
former aspect perceives state as a distributor of welfare due to lack of individual and/or
household resources while the latter concentrates on the disruption of social ties in a society
since state institutions are not able to integrate individuals. On the other hand, these
dimensions address social capital understood as network building and trust between different
individuals and their communities, organisations and institutions. Putman (2000) sees social
capital as ‘horizontal associations’ between people and as ‘networks of civic engagement’.
Coleman (1988) adds the layer of vertical associations that is clubs, political parties,
companies etc., while North (1990) includes formal as well as informal organisations. Social
18
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capital is not only viewed as bonding and bridging social capital but also includes state
institutions, as well as a wide spectrum of social, economic and political institutions.

2.3.

Quantitative Data on Local Governance and Social Cohesion

Quantitative research has been undertaken on local governance, social cohesion and the
quality of life by European Quality of Life Survey19, European Working Conditions Survey20,
European Social Survey21 and EBRD Transition in Life Survey22. The four surveys share in
common an argument that the quality of life needs to be broadly defined as the well-being of
an individual and his/her satisfaction with the society/state in which they live. They also
agree that well-being is best measured by social indicators. According to the available data it
is not clear how they deal with survey questions which address evaluation, in other words,
how they cater for understanding the worldview or perspective upon which individuals judge
services provided by their respective states. To be able to understand people’s worldviews or
perspectives we need to be aware of adaptation and contextual influence, both being
processes of change. People adapt easier to improved circumstances than to declining ones.
People are influenced by the community in which they live as well as the one they observe. In
order to gain a more nuanced understanding of perceptions relating to the quality of life it is
important to supplement large-scale survey data with qualitative interviews that focus on the
lived experience of individuals. Results based on field–work undertaken in Ukraine clearly
indicate the need to combine an analysis of data obtained by using both quantitative and
qualitative research methods. Quantitative data from these four big surveys will be organised
as much as these data allows us around indicators which we selected in the previous
19

The European Quality of Life Survey is based on research at the Dublin Economic and Social Research
Institute. It defines quality of life using seven indicators: 1. income, living standard and deprivation; 2.
subjective well-being; 3. work-life balance; 4. family life, 5. housing and local environment, 6. health and health
care and 7. quality of society. Quality of life studies focus on the individual and refer to the overall well-being
of individuals measured by social indicators. (Nolan et al., 2003)
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European Working Conditions Survey argues in the Introduction of the Executive Summary, “Work is an
important dimension in many long-standing European policies and norms, covering aspects such as equal
opportunities for men and women, active ageing, working time, lifelong learning, work organisation, work–life
balance, health and safety, labour standards and the prevention of discrimination, work-related stress and inwork poverty. The EWCS can contribute to discussions on the importance of work in relation to well-being at
individual and societal level.” (Eurofound, 2012a, p.8)
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European Social Survey, as its first coordinator Roger Jowell argues, is “dedicated to discovering more about
the changes in Europe’s social, political and cultural fabric (and) providing a means by which societies can
judge themselves –at least partly- according to how their citizens feel about and fair in the world they inhabit.”
(European Social Survey, 2012b) These changes are investigated using “twelve broad topics”: 1. trust in
institutions; 2. national, ethnic, religious identity; 3. political engagement; 4. well-being, health and security; 5.
socio-political values; 6. demographic composition; 7. moral and social values; 8. education and occupation; 9.
social capital; 10. financial circumstances; 11. social exclusion and 12. household circumstances. The survey is
undertaken every two years and at each round some additional topics are investigated.
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EBRD together with the World Bank has undertaken research on individuals and households in 2006 and
2010 in 30 countries of Eastern Europe and Central Asia, with the aim of understanding how people’s lives have
been changed and shaped since the late 1980s. The 2010 survey covers five broad topics: 1. impact of the global
economic crisis; 2. attitudes and values; 3. governance and public service delivery; 4. corruption and trust and 5.
gender differences in social integration.
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subchapters since the indicators were starting points in formulating our interview questions.
Both local governance and social cohesion (analysed, as we argued concentrating on social
exclusion) imply participation, networks and trust. The role of local governance is to include
different local actors and their networks in the process of power where all of them can take
part in decision-making processes as well as to take responsibility for improving the quality
of life of the local population and for developing mechanisms of social inclusion. (Atkinson,
Marlier, Nolan, 2004)
Countries like Ukraine, Croatia and Romania, which were hit hard by the economic crisis in
2008, have seen their quality of life declining and, as a result, their perception of their
national governments’ performance is very low. Less than 5% of Romanians and Croatians
think that their governments have performed well, while 10% of Ukrainians agree that their
government performed well. In 2010 the number was higher for Moldova and Bulgaria (15%
and 25%), (EBRD, 2011, p.13) but as we know from the present political events in Bulgaria
there is hardly any trust in the national government and the political elite.23 Moldova has
experienced strong economic growth from -6% in 2009 to 7.1% in 2010 as well as, despite
changes of government, a continuing support for democracy, the market economy as well as
the EU. (EDRD, 2013, p.128; EBRD, 2011, p.22) 61,6% of Ukrainians strongly agree that
their government does not have policies to address differences in income level. That is the
highest score among all surveyed countries. Only Bulgaria is ahead if we add ‘agree’ and
‘strongly agree’, 86,4% while Ukraine scores 85,5%. (Golovaha and Ljubiva, 2012, p.38)
This low opinion of governmental performance in all six states has also been based on the
lack of state support for its citizens. According to the European Social Survey only 0,2% and
0,8% of surveyed Ukrainians received in 2011 unemployment benefit or any other social
benefit. (ibid., 2012, pp.39-40) As we pointed out above, institutions such as welfare state
play an important role in policies of social inclusion. The public safety nets were only able to
provide support to a small proportion of people effected by the economic downturn. As the
EBRD Life in Transition Survey argues, only a proportion of the poorest third of the
households were eligible for benefit support; 11% in FYR Macedonia, 12% in Moldova,
15% in Croatia and Ukraine and 20% in Romania and 25% in Bulgaria. (EBRD, 2011, p.11)
The last two countries, as members of the EU, have had financial support from the EU
structural funds (Matiuta, 2013, p.143) and have incorporated the EU priorities regarding
restructuring of social policy. The populations of South East European, Central and Eastern
European countries are more dependent on private safety nets and reducing expenditure as a
way of coping with economic crisis than on the state benefits. Households affected by
economic crisis in Ukraine, Moldova and Belarus depend on their family and friends for
financial support (nearly 50%) and a majority of them (75%) had to cut their spending of
staple food (bread, milk, fruit and vegetables) and over 70% continue to reduce spending on
bills, luxury goods, holidays, alcohol and tobacco, health, use of car and financial support to
family and friends. In comparison with other transition countries, citizens in Ukraine and
Moldova are more proactively looking for work and are more dependent on both public and
private safety nets. Affected households of South East Europe are one step ahead (in other
words they still have more financial resources) and over 80% of them are cutting expenditure
on bills, luxury goods, holidays, alcohol and tobacco, health, use of car and financial support
23

In Bulgaria there has been a winter of discontent against corruption, unemployment, energy price rises and
poverty which provoked the resignation of the centre-right government in February 2013. In June the
Parliament, led by the Socialist Party in coalition with the party representing ethnic Turks, appointed Delyan
Peevski as the Head of the State Agency for National Security. His appointment provoked protest since he is
seen as a corrupt media mogul. The government is pretending not to see what is happening in the streets.
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to family and friends. But even in this region over 60% of these households are also reducing
spending on staple food. (EBRD, 2011, pp.10-11) Nearly 80% of Bulgarians and over 70% of
Romanians report that they struggle to meet subsistence needs. (Eurofound, 2012b, p.39)
72,8% Ukrainians state that they and their families can not live comfortably on their income.
(Golovaha and Ljubiva, 2012, p.41) Bulgarians and Ukrainians are worried about financial
security in old age and feel that it is “the government’s responsibility” to security adequate
living standard of its population.24 This understanding of responsibility could be primarily a
part of the communist legacy but is also a result of an understanding that the state still has an
important role as an instrument of social inclusion through its welfare policies.

Comparing date on life satisfaction from 2006 and 2010 all our six countries experience
‘middle class squeeze’; the middle classes are less satisfied with their life in 2010 than in
2006.25 According to the EBRD, one of the most important measures of life satisfaction is
income.26 Furthermore, life satisfaction has a positive correlation with employment (which is
not only viewed as a source of income), education (especially university education), good
health, gender (in general women are happier than men), age (follows familiar U-shape,
younger and older are happier than middle aged) and marital status (both being married and
single are positively correlated in comparison with those who are being divorced, separated
and widowed). (EBRD,2011, pp.19-21)

In February 2013 an Omnibus Survey took place in Ukraine and their results differ from the
Life in Transition Survey.27 According to this survey, the factors which influence life
satisfaction can be divided into three groups. The first group which most influences life
satisfaction consists of family (members of the family being available for communication and
help), personal (intimate) life and attitudes and behaviour of people around the respondents.
The second group is less important and consists of an opportunity to realise one’s abilities,
behaviour and development of children, level of material security, sense of optimism, one’s
own knowledge, experience and skills, employment, opportunity to be independent and living
standard. The least influential elements are: opportunity to participate in public life, the
economic situation in the Ukraine, the quality of environment in settlements where
respondents live and safety in the Ukraine. According to the European Social Survey 2011,
Ukrainians and Bulgarians were the least satisfied among 26 nations with the quality of their
everyday life. They were (together with Greeks) least satisfied with their economy and were
joined by Portuguese and Croatians. Greeks, Ukrainians, Portuguese, Croatians and Slovenes
were also least satisfied with their governments as well as with the way their democratic
system functioned. However they were happy and they view their quality of life as
satisfactory despite problems with the economy, government and democracy. (ibid., 2012,
pp.78-79) The same survey also shows that hardly any Bulgarians and Ukrainians got
24

European Social Survey (2012a), p.4. It is not clear from the report what ‘adequate’ living standard means.
Life satisfaction measured as subjective well-being or happiness poses a lot of methodological problems, most
of which are culturally determined (expectations, education, believes, environment).
26
EBRD (2011), p.21. However, income alone can’t explain why nearly 50% of Croatians are satisfied with
their life and only 18% of Romanians when the economy in Croatia is in many respects in a worse state than
Romania (Croatia has unemployment in double-digits and Romania in single digits due to low pre-crisis rates
and high public sector employment).
27
Omnibus Survey took place in February 2013 in different regions of Ukraine. In total, 2023 respondents were
interviewed. The Survey was carried out by Prof. Valeriy Khmelko and his team of the Kyiv International
Institute of Sociology.
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involved in civil society organisations. Only 1,6% Bulgarians and 2,2% Ukrainians
volunteered to help these organisation. That was the lowest engagement among all the
surveyed countries. (Golovaha and Gorbachik, 2012, p.27) This is in keeping with the
Omnibus Survey as well as data that was collected during my field-work in Ukraine.
The squeeze on public spending has been one of the most visible outcomes of the financial
crisis. In all six countries, the population mirrored their opinions on life satisfaction when
asked to choose government spending priorities, so older people asked for higher pensions,
the ill for better health care etc. In transition countries in general, the population agrees that
government spending should prioritise health care, education and assisting the poor. These
are three clear priorities. However, the population of FYR of Macedonia and Moldova (above
10%) and Croatia (below 10%) are willing to contribute to governmental spending either by
donating a part of their income or paying higher taxes while the population of Ukraine,
Bulgaria and Romania are not ready to contribute towards government expenditure. (EBRD,
2011, p.24) We can test these data against the claim, stated by EBRD, that ‘government
trust’28 is directly correlated to economic growth and that governments of the countries with a
long-term growth, even if there are fluctuations in short-term, experience trust of its citizens.
One has to bear in mind that the Ukrainian economy started to grow in 2010 but at the same
time inflation has risen as food, electricity and gas prices were passed on to the population. In
Romania and Bulgaria there was a very slow recovery and both countries introduced major
reforms of social benefits and public sector wages which in reality meant cuts in both sectors.
The Moldovan economy in 2010 experienced the highest growth, among our six countries,
founded on remittance-based consumption and credit expansion. The Macedonian economy
was growing slowly and, at the same time, the budget deficit was low as well as inflation. By
2010 Croatia had still not recovered from the economic crisis. (EBRD, 2012 pp.120-164)
However, it was negotiating the last two chapters of the EU accession treaty and there was a
huge expectation among the public that the accession will help Croatia economically as well
as symbolically (that it will join Europe where “it belongs”).
According to the Transparency Perception Index 2010, more than three quarters of the
surveyed states scored below 5% which meant that there was a serious corruption problem.
Ukraine and Moldova (2.1% and 2.7%) perceive their government more corrupt than
Bulgaria and Romania (3.6% and 3.7%) and Croatia and FYR of Macedonia (4.1%).
(Transparency International, 2011, pp.8-9) Although in all six countries there is a serious
corruption problem, it is possible to speculate that the economic recovery in Moldova and
accession treaty negotiations in Croatia mostly contributed to the willingness of their
population to support the government in public spending. Moldova has had four governments
since 2009 and all of them have declared themselves pro-European which is important for the
population of Moldova since the majority of them would like to be economically closer to
Romania and the EU than to Russia. The population of Croatia was hopeful, since the
government finally had to deal with corruption, even when it showed surprise and claimed
that it had not been aware of some cases. Many argued that it was due to the negotiations
with the EU that he scandals were not that much uncovered as its existence acknowledged,
since most of them had been discussed in the oppositional media.
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Government in this particular context refers to the head of the state, parliament, government/council of
ministers and, if applicable, regional and local governments.
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According to the European Social Survey 2011 respondents in Ukraine, Croatia and Bulgaria
hardly trust politicians, and show only slightly more trust towards political parties and their
respective parliaments. These are the three countries which least trust their politicians,
political parties and parliaments among all surveyed countries. Ukrainians also feel less close
to any political party in 2011 than ever before. Only Greece and Ireland had a higher drop. In
2005 52,6% of Ukrainians felt close to a political party and in 2011 only 33,5%, a drop of
nearly 20% in 6 years. (Golovaha and Gorbachik, 2012, p.32) Research undertaken on the
satisfaction with the work of the President at the Institute of Sociology, National Academy of
Sciences of Ukraine, shows that there is a huge gap between expectations and results for all
three Ukrainian presidents (Kuchma, Yushchenko and Yanukovich) even when the political
orientation of the respondent was taken into account. Expectations are measured by two
indicators; trust in the President and the political views of the respondents. Results are
measured using 12 questions which describe social changes and their influence on the life of
a respondent. The research results show that respondents judged expectations raised by their
three presidents (which all have been twice in power) primarily on their political orientations
and that when the results were shown all of them failed “miserably”. However, respondents
were ready to yet again believe their promises and allowed themselves to be disappointed.
The author argues that this is due to the low level of political culture as well as cynicism of
the President in office which both contribute to the formation of “the irresponsible political
elite”. (Dembyckij, 2012, p.88) Cynicism in this context means, saying in public what the
public would like to hear while helping in office the ruling elite.
Rather worryingly there is less support for democracy. The worry is that there is no
distinction between what is practised in the name of democracy and what democracy is about.
It feels as a deja vu, experiencing again the legacy of communism just in the different form.
According to the European Social Survey Bulgarians and Ukrainians were in 2011 least
satisfied with the state of democracy in their countries. They differed because the Bulgarians
were getting more satisfied while Ukrainians still had not reached the level of satisfaction
displayed during the Orange Revolution. (Golovaha and Gorbachik, 2012, p.35) However, in
Bulgaria there are clear signs that people question the present style of governing not
democracy per se. Only FYR Macedonia and Moldova have experienced growth in support
for democracy from 2006 to 2010 but even in these two countries the support is just over
50%. In Croatia the support fell below 50%, in Bulgaria stagnated on 45%, while in Romania
fell to just above 40% and Ukraine experienced a fall of more than 10% with the support for
democracy being just below Romania. There is even less support for the market economy.
Again in Moldova and FYR Macedonia, the support for the market economy has risen but not
very much above 40%. In Bulgaria support for the market economy has hardly grown to 38%
while in Romania and Ukraine it fell to around 35% and in Croatia it fell to 30%. (EBRD,
2011, p.22) The declining support for the market economy can be explained by the
contraction of economies in the whole of the region and especially Latvia, Lithuania and
Romania were effected during the financial crisis. In 2009 Croatia was faced with a huge
budget deficit and high unemployment and an emergency budget was introduced to cut public
spending and national debt. The government, as a result, was highly unpopular and its
policies were seen as a result of austerity measures promoted by the market economy.
Furthermore, Croatia is experiencing a protracted economic recession which is also still felt
in the whole of South East Europe. In Ukraine economic growth has slowed down and the
fiscal policies are not pertinent to the business environment. In Bulgaria there is growing
support for democracy, market economy and EU, possibly because of the street protests in
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2013.29 People are in the streets because they are against democracy which supports
corruption, dysfunctional institutions and political apathy. They are empowered and furious.
But they are not coming up with a political programme. As pointed out in 1968 in Paris,
“They know what they do not want but do not know what they want.” From the survey, it is
not clear if people who support democracy support the market economy but what is clear is
that there is less support for the market economy than democracy, which could be interpreted
as support for the social market or social democracy model of economy as pointed out above.
2.4.

Conclusion

Although social cohesion and local governance are important political principles in all six
countries, there are many obstacles to their effective implementation. Social cohesion seen as
inclusion and social capital, and local governance as participation are interwoven processes
since participation is based on the process of inclusion, cherishing trust and developing
networks. However, trust and networks are processes of exclusion as much as inclusion since
they set boundaries. It depends very much on its members how these boundaries are
perceived and kept. Participation means inclusion and the blurring of boundaries. Therefore,
a space for negotiations depends on dialogue between its citizens, civil society organisations
and state institutions.
All the quantitative research above shows that the Ukrainians hardly trust their politicians
political parties, the President and its government. However one has to bear in mind they also
do not trust organisations which belong to Ukrainian civil society since they feel betrayed by
the majority of them. They strongly believed in them in the time of the Orange Revolution
and, together with the oppositional politicians, “they did not deliver”.30 There is a widespread
corruption amongst Ukrainian politicians and growing social inequalities. As a result civil
society, which is vital for democracy to develop and function, is on the margins of the
society. If there is hardly any trust between the majority of population and political elite there
is trust among family members and close friends and these networks are important for the
survival of many people in Ukraine.
Decentralization never figured prominently in the rhetoric of the political elite in Ukraine as
it did in some other countries of Eastern Europe. When there was a discussion about it, it
usually finished with a verbal declaration only.31 There is a deconcentration of power to local
level with some elements of delegation. Only oblast and rayons are given more powers to
make decisions in relation to public facilities while they have hardly any financial resources
to support these facilities despite the changes introduced with the Budget Code. The Budget
Code allocated a stable list of its own revenues as well as shares in national taxes to
individual tiers of sub-national government and introduced the formula-based allocation for
major services (health, education and social services). This formula-based allocation was
simplified, “as a number of people and a norm by customers”, and it did not vitally change
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The EU justice commissioner Vivian Reding came to Sofia and did something that the Bulgarian prime
minister had failed to do: talk to the people.
30
Interview with Interview with Volodymyr Tarnoy, 16 th May 2013.
31
Interview with Oleksandr Demyanchuk, 15th May 2013.
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how the services were financed.32 Importantly the local political elite is still not able to take
over the running of local government. The majority of them are still tuned into the centralised
model and they do not have the political education to run their local councils independently.
Both the psychology of local politicians and administrative structure still favour the
centralised model. Ukrainian population trusts local politicians more than central government
but the levels of trust are very low. The last banking crisis of 2008 impoverished the majority
of population which as a result had to engage in developing survival strategies. They turned
towards family and friends in a time of need. It is therefore possible to conclude that Ukraine
is a highly centralised and socially fragmented country in which local governance is not on
the political agenda.
During my field-work I wanted to gather different opinions on local governance and social
cohesion. I wanted to address the issues of the current state of local government as well as
explore differing visions of its reforms. I also wanted to analyse the involvement of the local
politicians as well as local population in local government and their opinions on major public
services; that is health, education and social services as well as support for SMEs. I wanted to
gain a mosaic of different opinions on participation in local community and government as
well as the levels of trusts and the importance of networks.

3. Fieldwork
3.1.

Methodology and Data Collection

Our methodology was very much coloured by the acknowledgement of the importance of
intellectuals who are involved in the topics we set to explore; involved either as researchers
or as participants (i.e. politicians, policy-makers or members of civil society).33 In targeting
specific groups in the population we therefore opted for a non-probability sample. “The
statistical accuracy of probability sampling is less important than the criterion of ‘fit for
purpose’.” (May, 1997, p.87) Among these samples we used purposive and snowball
samples. The first one, purposive sample, is used in a situation where a selection of people
who are to be interviewed is made according to the known characteristic. In our case in
enabled us to approach people who have done research as well as influenced policies relating
to local governance and social cohesion. Because I went to Ukraine for the first time in May
2013 and had minimal pre-existing contacts, I also had to rely on the snow ball sample as a
means of meeting people to interview them. Both these samples enabled me to meet
researchers, policy makers and members of civil society organisations. The main problem
with purposive sample is that targets a very specific group or groups whose views are not
representative. But as I already pointed out they are ‘fit for purpose’. The main problem with
snowball sample is that it may lead a researcher to collect data which belongs to a particular
perspective. (May, 1997, pp.119-120) I tried to meet people of different political opinions as
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Interview with Yurii Hanushchak, 22nd May 2013.
The preparation for the field-work was organised by both Will Bartlett and Vesna Popovski. However Vesna
Popovski undertook the field-work. Therefore in this subchapter we use both we and I as appropriate.
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well as different nationalities.34 I also met so called ‘ordinary people’ whom I befriended to a
smaller or a larger scale and I had conversations with them especially about trusts and
networks. We strongly agree with Alona Ledeneva that it helps to spend time talking to
people, to build trust so that one can hear not only what people think researches would like to
hear but also express more freely their own thoughts and opinions. As Ledeneva argued,
presenting her research on blat, it also helped that she came from Russia. (Ledeneva, 1998)
People told me that I was able to understand them since I come from Eastern Europe and
therefore we had shared experiences. Furthermore, I spoke to them either in English or
Russian. A few of my respondents mentioned that it did not matter that we spoke Russian
(“the language of the oppressors”) since I am not Russian so they were able to tell me their
thoughts openly.
Our interviews were organised around a semi-structured questionnaire because we wanted to
learn from the respondents as well as to be able to respond to the issues they raised and guide
them towards issues we researched. “Qualitative information about the topic can then be
recorded by the interviewer who can both seek clarification and elaboration on the answers
given. This enables the interviewer to have more latitude to probe beyond the answers and
thus enter into a dialogue with the interviewee.” (May, 1997, p.111) The problem with this
type of the interview is standardisation and comparability. However, during the interviews I
tried to gather information and to formulate different points of view as well as “to check them
and re-check them against each other”. (Hammersley and Atkinson, 1996, p.44)
I met a few people who were ready to talk to me under the condition that I do not reveal their
identity. It is difficult to decide whether to use the data collected in this manner. After having
a discussion I decided, judging each case separately, if I should use the data obtained in the
interview. I opted to use some of the observations when it helped to clarify or illustrate some
data gathered by the above mentioned surveys and interviews.
The major problem which I faced was to try to gain the trust of policy makers. They were
suspicious of me, seeing me as yet another foreigner, who came on a flying visit to Ukraine. I
am pleased that I gained their trust and could have discussions which I found rewarding,
often forgetting how frustrated I had felt as I tried to establish contact with them and arrange
an interview.
3.2.

Field-work

3.2.2. Introduction

We argued that local governance means participation and inclusiveness. However all my
respondents, without hesitation, argued that local government reforms are not on the agenda
of the present President and Government. What the majority of politicians are thinking about
is the next presidential elections in 2015 which Viktor Yanukovich is determined to win and
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hence is keeping Yulia Timoshenko, the only person who could challenge him and win, in
prison. What they also clearly stated was that the concept of local governance is not a part of
the political culture and therefore political reality in the Ukraine. All respondents saw its
advantages as well as a need for it. All of them felt not only that the society is divided
between the ruling elite (that is political and business elites) and population but, more
importantly, that there is no political will to include the population in the governing process.
And all of them also agreed that the process of centralisation has been taking place since
2010 when Viktor Yanukovich and his Party of Regions came to power.
Interviews, observations and material gathered in Ukraine clearly showed that Ukraine is a
fragmented society in which people felt excluded not only from local government but from
the political, economic and cultural spheres. They felt that politically they were taken for
granted, and seen mostly as a voting machine. Economically they felt deprived since the
wealth of the country was confined to a small elite causing high unemployment and low
salaries.35 Furthermore, there has been hardly any support for SMEs which have been driving
economic growth and development in Eastern Europe. As one of my respondents argued,
there has been a strong emphasis on dealing and trade while the production of goods has been
neglected. And culturally they felt impoverished since they “have been living on a staple diet
of Ukrainian mass media while books and theatre tickets are too expensive to buy”. 36 The
level of corruption is high and, as a result, a degree, a job and health care can be bought. To
be able to survive in a society where the market has moved from the economy into different
spheres of society the majority of population is turning towards their families and friends.

3.2.3. Two waves of the Reforms of Local Government

How did the respondents explain that there has been mostly only lip service paid to the
reform of the local government? In the Ukraine there have been two waves of the reform of
the local government, one between 1992 and 1994 and the second one between 2004 and
2006. The first wave was linked with the determination to reform the Central Government.
There were two ideas: 1. to introduce a federal system as in Germany or to adopt a system of
French regional structure; or 2. to build a unitary state where discussions centred on who will
control local authorities; the President, Central Government or local authorities themselves.37
The first option was very quickly ruled out because of the worries that a federal system would
facilitate disintegration of the Ukraine and that Eastern Ukraine will succeed and join the
Russian Federation. Furthermore the results of the 1994 presidential elections clearly showed
the division between the Eastern and the Western Ukraine, personified in Leonid Kuchma
and Leonid Kravchuk.38 Therefore it was argued by the political elite that the most important
issue was how to build a unitary state in the wake of the 1993 miners and student strikes
caused by a steep decline in manufacturing output, hyperinflation and quarrels with Russia
over nuclear missiles and the Black Sea Fleet. After the second round of the 1994
parliamentary elections still 112 MPs (out of 450) were not elected. (Trochev, 2011) “So it
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does not come as a surprise that the discussions about the reform of the local government
were quickly abandoned.”39
The 2004 constitutional reform was a result of the Orange Revolution and the compromise
made with the outgoing President Leonid Kuchma who was ready to accept the opposition
candidate Viktor Yushchenko instead of his hand-picked Viktor Yanukovich if presidential
powers were curbed and the power was transferred to the Parliament. (Wilson, 2005) The
Parliament adopted the constitutional reform and President Kuchma immediately signed the
constitutional changes and the changes to the election law knowing that he acted against the
Constitution.40 It was only when Yushchenko and Timoshenko came to power that they
voiced their opinion against the tinted constitutional reform. However there was a division
between the allies; Yushchenko blocked any political changes resulting from the
constitutional reform while Timoshenko voiced her opposition and constantly threatened to
challenge the reforms in the Constitutional Court. Whereas Yushchenko, as the President,
wanted more powers, Timoshenko, as the Prime Minister, did not want to rush into any
changes since she wanted to run for the office of President in the next round. It is clear that
the winners of the Orange Revolution fought the inter-personal battles and were judging, in
this case, the timing of the need for the changes of the constitutional reform according to their
planned career trajectory. As we already pointed out, they lost popular support but they also
did not build the support in the Parliament. And finally they did not have support among the
judges of the Constitutional Court. When Yanukovich came to power as the Prime Minister
in 2006 he banned the Constitutional Court from reviewing the legality of the 2004
constitutional reform. And when he won the presidential elections in 2010 he immediately
decided to bring back the 1996 Constitution and the Constitutional Court promptly obliged.
During his time in the opposition as well as when he was Prime Minister and President,
Yanukovich kept his eyes constantly on the Constitutional Court and appointed judges who
supported him and successfully opposed judges who did not support him. (Trochev, 2011)
3.2.4. Local Councils and Local State Administration
Local government in Ukraine consists of a two tier system; the local state administration,
which is appointed by the President and the Central Government, and elected local
authorities. All my respondents argued that the system is not working. The local state
administration has more say and influence since it provides the financial means for the
workings of the local government. When I interviewed respondents I would start my
sentence, According to the Budget Code the local authorities in towns, villages and
settlements are given budget for, I quote Article 88 of the Budget Code “1) local selfgovernmental bodies of towns, villages, settlements; 2) education: pre-school education;
general secondary education (schools with kindergartens); 3) primary medical and sanitary
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aid, out-patient and in-patient aid (district hospitals, ambulatory centres, first-aid and
obstetrics centres and first-aid stations); and 4) palaces of culture, clubs, and libraries in
towns, villages, and settlements.” Furthermore they have the right to raise taxes to cover
other needs, like for example roads and transport as well as programmes of local
importance.” (The Budget Code of Ukraine, articles 86-91) All the respondents mentioned
that the reality differed from the Budget Code. Yurii Hanushchak, who was a member of the
team which wrote the Budget Code, argues that the Budget Code was “a window of
opportunity” and if one follows it “the level of impartially is 95%”.41 He strongly believes
that formulas which he suggested would be “easy and impartial if it was not for the
politicians.” And this statement was supported by Viktor Rachkevych who argues that the
Budget Code has “clear and transparent rules to distribute budgets to oblasts, rayons and
roughly 180 cities. Other cities and towns, around 400 of them have to negotiate their budget
with rayons.”42
All my respondents argued that in reality local authorities are subordinated to the local state
administration precisely because it holds the purse in which there are also extra funds for
workings and needs of the local authorities. And the local state administration is
subordinated, in the last instance, to the President and his office. So the system stayed highly
centralised as it was in the Soviet times. One example of it is a budget system. “The budget
planning system is based on a top-down approach, which means that the national, state-level
budget is prepared and adopted first, after which the lower-level structures prepare their
budgets. The Budget Code requires that local budgets have to correspond with the state
budget.” (UNDP, 2011, p.11) Local state administration does not have authority in its own
right, its authority is delegated and its legitimation is based in the President and Central
Government. Local council is elected by the local electorate and its legitimacy is based in the
local community which its represents. However these two bodies do not always coordinate its
work primarily for political reasons. If they belong to different political parties they are
frequently locked in conflict and the local population suffers as a result. “There are details in
the Budged Code which allow the Central Government to underestimate local budgets; it
could be manipulated.”43 Some local authorities as well as mayors of towns and cities raise
their voices against these wrongdoings. But they are in minority. Everyone agreed that local
authorities need to be more vocal but also that Ukraine is lacking human capital “primarily
due to quality of education and the lack of civic education as well as because of the braindrain of highly educated people.”44
Earmarked expenditure allocated to each local authority (for local administration, education,
health and culture) usually comes to 90% of the expenditure. The remaining 10% go
to: housing maintenance, community property maintenance, utility infrastructure, road
maintenance and a number of other local programmes. However in reality this 90% is not
enough. The Central Government underfunds local governments so they have to use funds
from the taxes they collect to fund earmarked services and, as a result, do not have money to,
for example, repair the roads. When a budget is agreed and approved, in the last instance, by
Verkhovna Rada it is often cut. Local authorities therefore overestimate their expenditure.
The size of the budget cut depends on the political affiliation of the local authorities.
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Ukrainian Government signed the Kyiv Declaration adopted by the European Ministers
responsible for Local and Regional Government at their 17th Session of their Council of
Europe Conference in November 2011 which clearly states, “Cuts, where unavoidable,
should be distributed by objective formulae to ensure their equity and political neutrality.”
(Davey, ed., 2012, p.34) All respondents argued that local authorities closed to the Party of
Regions get a bigger slice of the budget. Viktor Rachkevych argued, “State budget has
additional money to help whom they want.” And the funds are usually given to “loyal
oblasts” in the Eastern Ukraine such as Donetsk, Dnipropetrovsk, Luhansk and Kharkov as
well as to the city of Kyiv and Autonomous Province of Crimea (APC) “to buy their loyalty”.
President Yanukovich comes from Donetsk oblast and both he and his Party of Regions have
built electoral support in these oblasts. 95% of state budget allocated for emergency funds
went in 2012 to these four oblasts, city of Kyiv and APC. “The funds were part of the
subvention from the National Budget to local budgets to compensate the losses of local
budgets incurred due to the difference in approved heating tariffs and service cost.”45
Local authorities have tax raising powers and are expected to fund locally important
programmes (in relation to education, culture, sport, environment, housing, social security,)
as well as to fund fire brigade, look after local transport and roads, and manage communal
property. The majority of my respondents out of all these programmes mostly addressed
roads in Ukraine. Just by walking in the streets of Kyiv and taking an occasional taxi one can
immediately realise why – both roads and pavements are not looked after and they feel
hazardous. And I was told that this was Kyiv where the state of both roads and pavements
was much better than in the rest of the country. The road network is in a bad state since its
maintenance depends on local council. As already pointed out local council spend their
locally raised taxes often on earmarked expenditure. Secondly, since boundaries between
different local authorities are defined in such a manner that they overlap in certain territorial
units (for example, it is not clear where boundaries of some regional centres, towns or cities
finish and a region starts) no one is ready to look after the roads. Thirdly, there are roads
which are only in parts well maintained since they cross boundaries belonging to different
authorities.46 Everyone agrees that the road network needs to be improved both in the cities
and in the countryside.47 The railway network has also not been maintained and developed
since independence so as a result there is no railway line which connects western and eastern
Ukraine; there is no direct train from Lviv to Donetsk.
Funding for locally important programmes does not only come through locally raised taxes. I
was told about mayors of some towns and cities who work very actively to raise funds for
local projects (especially mayors of Vinnytsa and Lviv were mentioned) and about some of
them who also try to involve the local community. A mayor of Vinnytsa, in Central Ukraine,
Volodymyr Groysman has approached the Government of Israel to help to repair roads and to
build a medical centre and the Government of Israel has both helped to repair roads and built
a medical centre.48 There are mayors who openly ask the local business community for funds
to build new facilities or to maintain the existing ones. When local businessmen are not ready
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to help they are often blackmailed (they are told that their future application will wait longer,
their tax returns will be closer scrutinised, when they compete for the next council project the
council will also approach their competitors etc.)49 As a result they provide funds and I was
told about a playground built in a town in Western Ukraine on the basis of blackmail. Igor
Kohut argued that nobody thought that the mayor did anything wrong. The rationale was,
“since corruption is all around us why should you not make it work in favour of the local
community.” Another example is a small village in Kirovograd region. “In smaller
settlements, towns and villages, the local authorities often ask local businesses to help them
with some infrastructure projects, since parents cannot help. And the local businesses help
because they know that, if they do not, they can be inspected or have problems next time they
go to the town hall. Local businesses also bribe local authorities in order to win tenders for
projects. For example, in a village in Kirovograd region, 4 million hryvnias was paid to prune
trees. And 7,000 hryvnias was allocated for sport education at the same time. So somebody
was bribed. It is not only members of the ruling party, but also the opposition. They are not
innocent at all. They want their share of money as well. We joked that they should have given
money to us and we would have done pruning and exercised at the same time.”50 Nearly all
my respondents pointed out that members of local councils receive bribes. Local councils are
in charge of the city property, houses and land so they can sell and rent premises and land.
Majority of bribes are paid for being allowed to buy or rent premises and/or land.

Town twinning is not developed in Ukraine and is often described as a vodka drinking
occasion for respective mayors.51 Igor Kohut had taken his choir as a part of a cultural
exchange programme to a small Polish border town of 11,000 inhabitants and “we were
surprised what we saw.” The local council with a support of the local business community
had built a football pitch, aqua-park and a small hotel. The small hotel with its conference
centre attracts business people during the week and on weekends, in collaboration with the
aqua-park, families. Because of the number of visitors some new businesses started to
develop in the town itself. If the town continues to develop SMEs there is a chance that the
EU will give money back to the business community to motivate them to continue investment
in the local community.52 Igor Kohut argues that visits like this one help people to understand
the value of belonging to the EU, not only because it provides funds (and that how it is
usually valued) but also because it is about “real resources, information and investment in
one’s own community”. The think tank Agency for Legislative Initiative founded in 2005
Ukrainian School of Political Studies which is a part of the network of Schools of Political
Studies of the Council of Europe. The School organises meetings in different cities of
Ukraine to inform people about basic facts relating to the EU. Igor Kohut argues that this
school is not a classical educational institution because “it is about communication and
obtaining information”. It is “a community of political scientists and businessmen” who are
willing to learn from each other. He argues that having information is a backbone of local
governance. So the School organises meetings where they invite mayors, local councillors,
members of local councils and State Parliament to come and talk to each other about different
projects which they are pursuing. The School pays attention to discussions about values in
Ukrainian society and encourages them by offering additional meetings and clubs so that
people can talk informally. As often phrased, a lack of values manifested as tolerance of
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corruption, if not active support, is seen as an obstacle to the development of a democratic
state. “NGO, Institute of Political Education, was founded in 2001, because we realised that a
Soviet person cannot turn easily into a person who cherish democratic values.”53 They
organise 40 seminars a year with 30 people usually attending each seminar. Often the
seminars are financed with the help of West European embassies. The seminars are on topics
which relate to political issues discussed in Ukrainian society. They are also introducing
capacity building seminars “to help local councillors to learn what the local government
office is about. There are 300,000 councillors in Ukraine and we can maximum enrol 1,200 a
year. And 1,200 is a drop in the ocean. We try to stay in touch with people who attended our
seminars. Some come back to attend more, some as speakers and some do not respond to our
letters. What we noticed is that once some of them become MPs they do not want to continue
their education.”54 The Party of Regions founded their own centre on political education but
is not willing to collaborate with the Institute, it sees it as a competitor, “which is pity since
there is a space for many more centres or institutes”.55
Local governance understood as the participation of local actors has not been actively
promoted and developed in Ukraine. There is pressure from the EU to promote local
governance and introduce administrative-territorial reform. “Our government puts on a show
for the EU and in essence does nothing.”56 The ruling elite is, in my opinion, very much
aware that the reform of the local government as well as the administrative-territorial reform
means the reform of the whole government system. If local government is developed and
supported, this process stands for the ‘hollowing out’ of the central state government, giving
some of its powers to local levels. (Rhodes, 2007) To use a term from the same cook-book,
Ukrainian Central Government is only ready for fattening up.
3.2.5. 2009 Draft Legislation on Local Government
Centralization has been taking place since 2010.57 “In 2011, the central government did not
take any real steps to improve the situation with local governments. On the contrary, the state
made steps or attempts to limit the local government authority and capacity to render services
to citizens as prescribed by the legislation. This situation requires local government
associations to enhance their local government advocacy activities.”58 In 2009 The Law on
Local Government Associations was adopted which stipulates that the Central Government
and its bodies had to consult local associations on legislation and regulations which relate to
regional and local development. Viktor Rachkevych collected data on submission of draft
legislation to regional and local authorities by state authorities as well as data on opinion of
draft legislation by these regional and local authorities. The Ministry of Regional
Development was most dutiful and sent for consultation over 50% of draft legislation to the
regional and local authorities in 2009. By 2011 it sent only 30% of draft legislation. The data
on opinions expressed in relation to draft legislation over the same period shows that 61% of
draft legislation was accepted without any reservation, 29% was accepted with reservations
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and only 10% was returned to be redrafted from scratch. Regional and local authorities had
been working on the draft legislation and their opinion could hardly be an excuse for
consulting them less and less as the time progressed. There is a division between oblasts in
Western and Central Ukraine which are more ready to respect the 2009 Law and those in the
Eastern Ukraine which are more ready to ignore the Law.59 According to the NGO
Association of Ukrainian Cities:
“1. The Law of Ukraine “On Local Government Associations” is useful, but properly
observed only by the Ministry of Regional Development at the national level and at the
regional level, as of January 1, 2012, its provisions are implemented acceptably only in 28%
of the regions and mostly at the oblast level.
2. Considering experience of seven oblasts in the AUC Regional Offices in providing
conclusions on the regulatory and legal documents drafted by local state administrations as
well as in consultations between AUC Regional Offices and local state administrations on the
issues of local and regional development one may draw a conclusion that it was useful as a
mechanism to account for the interests of territorial communities in oblast and rayon-level
development programs. However, judging by the data obtained the conclusions of AUC
Regional Offices on the specific draft documents are heeded by local state administrations
much more often. The above may be indicative of AUC Regional Offices insufficient
advocating skills for the interests of the local self-governance in the course of consultations.
3. Provisions of the Law remain virtually unclaimed at the rayon level in all regions.
4. Poor observance of the Law is mainly explained by the attitude assumed by the
central state executive agencies, oblast state administrations and Rayon State Administrations
leadership towards both this Law’s provisions and CMU Resolution No. 531 of May 23,
2009. Prosecution authorities also fail to inspect central state executive agencies and state
executive agencies at the local level as to their observance of the Law and the CMU
Resolution.
5. In the process of consultations, among other on budgets, the Associations do not
have sufficient tools to influence their partners, which explain why they fail to provide
satisfactorily for at least the most urgent budget needs of the territorial communities.
Successful implementation of the Law is mainly explained by the fact that high-ranking
positions in some of the state executive authorities are under people hailing from local selfgovernance who realize its importance and needs.”60
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These conclusions are clearly stating that the Law on Local Government Associations is
implemented in 28% of regions but only at oblast level and not in rayons at all. Prosecution
authorities are failing to inspect the application of the law to this day.61 The process of
consultation is dependent on people who are both ready and have skills to pursue the
consultation process as well as on people who respect the law and therefore see the need to
persist with policies which promote regional and local development. This analysis of the
consultation process and the levels of involvement of local government is just yet another
example which sheds light on the issues of participation, inclusion, networks, trust and social
capital in Ukraine. Another two examples discussed above relate to local councils which do
not share power with local state administration, as legislation requires, since they do not have
financial means on the same scale as the local state administration. Furthermore, if the local
councils do not share the same political affiliation with the local state administration they also
loose financial support from additional funds available from the central budget and cannot
fulfil or develop local programmes. Therefore, as Viktor Rachkevych pointed out, mayors
sometimes change sides and join the party in power. He showed me a working paper,
compiled in 2012, which analysed mayors who ‘migrated’, changed sides since 2010. Out of
455 mayors in total in Ukraine, 30 changed sides. 19 of these were independent mayors who
joined the Party of Regions and 11 were mayors who became independent, having previously
been affiliated to a political party. As a result, 217 mayors belonged to the Party of Regions.62
“The present system of the administrative and territorial structure in Ukraine faces many
problems that need to be urgently solved. The system is complicated and confusing.”
(Tkachuk et al, p.61) Yurii Hanushchak stood by these words when I interviewed him in May
2013. In 2009 Ministry of Regional Development and Construction of Ukraine drafted two
laws, Draft Concept on Administrative and Territorial Structure Reform in Ukraine and The
Concept of Local Self-Government. He and his colleagues felt and he still argues today that
“(P)robably for the first time in Ukrainian history, two interconnected documents appeared
simultaneously, providing answers to real questions and outlining not only how territorial
demarcation in the jurisdiction between executive power and local government bodies should
be carried out, but also how competences should be distributed between executive bodies and
local self-government bodies and between local self-government bodies of different levels of
the administrative and territorial structure, as well as how the state should exercise control
over legality of decisions made and actions performed by local self-government bodies.”
(ibid., p.77) As Hanushchak pointed out, after four years the ruling elite is “still thinking
about it”. He was a member of the team which drafted the above two laws. During the
drafting process four options were discussed:
1. Redistribution of competences and responsibilities without enlarging or merging
communities.
2. Enlargement through the voluntary merger of communities and distribution of
functions based on existing contractual agreements.
3. Community enlargement through centralised mergers, including forced mergers.
4. Fragmentation of existing rayons into smallest units capable of performing the
delegated competences and formation of communities around economic development
centres. (ibid., 2012, pp.82-88)
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The first three options were ruled out and the fourth one labelled socio-economic model of
community formation was put forward. This model was partly adopted because it has been
successful in other European countries, such as Poland, UK, Germany, Norway, Denmark,
Belgium, the Netherland and it has been also discussed in France. This option envisages a
three tiers system; oblasts, rayons and communities. Communities are economic centres,
usually towns or cities, whose main role is to be service providers as well as to unite business
interests and the level of service provision. The draft law does not draw fixed boundaries for
each single town or city since gravitation zones differ for cultural and historic as well as
economic and political reasons. According to this proposal, communities will be given more
power and the administrative services which are now provided by rayons will be provided by
the communities. The powers of both rayons and oblast will be limited. The rayon council
will represent all communities and will primarily deal with in-patient care facilities and
monitor the legality of the actions of the local self-government. Oblast councils will represent
all rayons and will primarily deal with issues relating to regional development and roads
relevant for the whole of the oblast. Oblast administration will be a representative of the
central government. (ibid., 2012, pp.89-91) Yurii Hanushchak argued that “this reform stands
for decentralisation, both political and fiscal, and powerful local self-government since
centralization is not our future”. He added that using a single mathematical model of
budgetary transfers would make this model, financially efficient, psychologically effective
and, as much as possible, corruption free. The middle tier is cut out so the funds go directly to
communities. The budget is set according to the needs of communities, that is bottom-top and
however much communities differ they require the same standard of service provision. In
response to my question of how the reform would cater for different levels of development
between and within different oblasts, rayons and cities, Hanushchak conceded that these draft
laws have possibly not addressed all the relevant issues. Quite a few of my respondents
agreed that “the back-bone of the administrative-territorial reform should be providing
services, not bigger or smaller rayons or oblasts”.63 They also added that the business
interests which are highlighted in this option should be transparent so that business groups
cannot keep local government in their pockets. Sergiy Tolstov rightly pointed out that this
reform also dealt with still important issue of federalism and that “since oblasts are ethnoregional units their enlargement within any administrative-territorial reform would be seen as
a move towards federalism and therefore it is much easier to enlarge the rayon as the draft
laws of 2009 suggest”.64
Since 2005 there have been attempts to reform the administrative and territorial system. To
start with, in 2005, there was a discussion about the above mentioned third option which was
named as the ‘social model of community formation’. It was ruled out because forced
mergers were seen as counter-productive since, it was agreed, the resistance of local selfgoverning bodies would be high. The dimensions which were retained from this model are as
follows; strengthening community self-governance, providing equal service standard to all
communities and high level of subsidiarity in service providing.65 The socio-economic model
of community formation is the basis of draft laws which have never reached the
parliamentary stage. Yurii Hanushchak has been sceptical about the implementation of the
reform because both the party in power and opposition are not in favour of the reform. In his
opinion, politicians of all colours are populists and are ready to “promise permanent
payments to various categories of citizens and local self-government bodies without any
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reference to the real capacity of the state. Their desire to woo the electorate with promises not
to change anything while simultaneously guaranteeing additional spending prevents them
from implementing reforms. The desire to govern without making decisions can become the
main reason for reforms being rejected.” (ibid., p.105) The government does not fulfil its role
of the regular enactment of policies and decision. ‘To govern without making decisions’ has
been seen as a major characteristic of Ukrainian government which prevents the state from
functioning. Valeriy Tertychka pointed out that, “at the moment 21 reforms were discussed in
the Parliament but the question is if a single one will reach a stage of implementation”.66
Sergiy Tolstov felt that this absence of decisions in general and obvious lack of courage to
discuss the draft laws in particular together with constant misuse of nationalism keeps the
country in a state of permanent hysteria. And unfortunately, after a while “it is boring” so
people do not pay attention to politics and that is what the ruling elite wants. 67 These
statements point not only towards a lip service paid to the reforms of local government but,
more importantly, towards the withdrawal of the Ukrainian population from the process of
governing.
Draft laws never reached the Ukrainian population as well, since they have been published
only on official web-sites and presented at special events. If, as Igor Kohut argues, ”A first
stage of good governance is providing information.” the Ukrainian Government is failing
from the start to include its population in a consultation process. This type of information is
seen “naturally, … too complicated for most people to understand and is disseminated
through official governmental sites or news agencies whose audiences are rather limited.”.
(ibid., 2012, p.106) This comment shows a lack of belief that Ukrainian people can
understand the draft laws and also presupposes that there is no interest in analysing the draft
laws. My understanding is that there has not been an attempt to present adequately the draft
laws to the public, despite being stipulated by different laws that the public needs to take part
in the consultation process. Mechanisms of inclusion, such as consultation meetings, which
play an important part in building social cohesion, have not been developed. These inclusion
mechanisms are written into the legislation but they are not supported by the ruling elite.68
However there is also no interest among the general population because the majority of them
are involved in survival strategies and are far too cynical about the ruling elite. “There are
usually the same faces in these consultation meetings, a small minority of middle class people
who are devoted to the issues discussed.”69 The majority of people see laws as a part of a
ruling elite game which is there for their own profits. “Ukraine, after all, is a business for
them.”70 Among policy makers and NGO members there is an agreement and acceptance that
there is no interest among general public in political events. They argue that there is no trust
in the ruling elite or opposition. “There is a bankruptcy of trust.”71 They also argue that, since
survival of the majority of population depends on their friends and families, they have
withdrawn to these circles and mostly trust only them. This observation is also supported by
the European Social Survey where Ukrainians together with Greeks, Bulgarians, Portuguese
and Croatians argue that the majority of people primarily look after themselves and their
families. (Golovaha and Ljubiva, 2012, p.93) According to the same survey, people believe
that the general public is more likely to take advantage of them than help them. It is obvious
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why there is an agreement on the lack of interest and involvement into the political sphere
and events since people openly argue that they are not interested because they cannot
influence politics of their country. Ukrainians are also not prone to keep informed of politics
as reported in the media.72
All my respondents raised the issue of a value system in explaining the lack of involvement
in political events. They all argued that Ukraine lost a ‘moral compass’ and does not have a
value system which binds the majority of population together. The main reason for this is not
primarily the huge differences between the rich and the poor but the manner in which the rich
10% have made their money and are still making it. Shared values do not exist and the ruling
elite is not interested in developing any value system. “They are silent since they are all about
money.”73 Therefore Igor Kohut argues that one has to question whether it really is the right
moment to introduce administrative-territorial reform. He argues that with the present
government in power this is not the right time to introduce it. The government does not
always specify its reasons for stalling the reform but he does. He is worried that
decentralisation will form a “feudal system in Ukraine where local politicians will be in the
pockets of the business elite. The problem is that only a small number of people think of local
government as administration not as power.”74
3.2.6. Fragmented Society
It is important to raise the question of why there is such widespread acceptance that people do
not take part in political events. Why is it accepted that it is “naturally too complicated for
most people to understand” draft laws, in this particular case? Even if it is difficult to
understand legal jargon (which it is) why is there no an attempt to conduct meetings, events,
consultations etc. where the draft laws could be discussed? Especially since everyone I
interviewed argued that there is a need to do something so that the country should not be used
as the spoils of the ruling elite. My discussions with political scientists and a sociologist made
me aware of how the country is socially fragmented. Some respondents argued that civil
society slept, some that it was dead, some that it was too small to have any influence.
Whatever the truth is, there are not organisations with a programme to engage people on a
larger scale. Members of the NGOs, which I interviewed, work on their respective projects
and talk among themselves, as they themselves pointed out. It is a small world where nearly
everyone knows everyone or of everyone and has handy they mobile phone numbers and emails. The same situation I experienced with the academic members of staff at universities
and academies of sciences. They these days are trying to survive. As a part of middle class
they are getting “poorer and poorer in the last 20 years” and a majority of them are opening a
consultancy business as a strategy to maintain a standard of living. The ruling elite has
isolated itself from the state and society in which it lives. Different social groups have
withdrawn into their own social worlds and these worlds live next to each other and not with
each other. They even hardly meet. They are divided socially and spatially.75 It is commonly
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stated in Ukraine that “10% are rich and 90% are poor”. However, such statements overlook
the degree of social fragmentation that exists amongst the 90%.
Igor Kohut relates this mentality of being closed to higher and higher levels of poverty which
prevent people from being mobile, from learning foreign languages and from engaging with
the media via the internet. Svitlana Oksamytna argued that there is hardly any social mobility,
as we shall analyse later, and that spacial mobility, as expected, is much higher among the
educated than uneducated. “A university degree is not any longer a ticket to a job and social
status as it was in the Soviet Union. Even with a degree it is difficult to find a job and that
especially relates to women.”76 Also my respondents argued that one of the major problems
in Ukraine is a small number of people who speak foreign languages and that especially
relates to places outside the capital. Russian could be still heard, especially among older
population while younger one is learning English. Speaking English is considered a ‘lunch
ticket’ since this opens up the possibility of working for foreign agencies. “My daughter
studied economics and now works for a British company. She went for a weekend to St
Petersburg and I have treated myself to a cup of tea at the Bulgakov Museum. I am a doctor
and can not afford a weekend in St Petersburg.”77 When I talked to a few students at Taras
Shevchenko University they argued that Russian was a foreign language which does not hold
the same value as English, German or French. These are the languages of Europe where
‘Ukraine belongs”. The Russian language is seen as a political tool, as a part of Putin’s
strategy of trying to keep Ukraine politically and economically close to Russia. Since “the
mass media is a political resource of the big business and civil society does not have media to
spread its ideas” the internet is seen as a source of information. However 41.4% of
Ukrainians do not have access to internet either at home or work, while 18.2% never use it.
Only 21.7% use it every day.78 What needs to be stressed is that the number of people who
use the internet every day has grown rapidly, from 1% in 2005 to, as mentioned, 21.7% in
2011. However, Igor Kohut argued that people who are using the internet are less active.
People express their opinion in private, sitting in front of the computer and not taking part in
demonstrations. Oleksandr Demyanchuk pointed out also that the internet keeps people at
home and that is what the ruling elite wants. On the other hand, people have an illusion of
being active.
Therefore we argue that the above questioned acceptance is a result of not knowing different
social groups and not showing willingness to meet them. It is also a result of the lack of
interest in politics since 90% of people are struggling to survive and turning, as they say
themselves, towards their family and friends for help and support. As Ledeneva’s research on
blat pointed out, after the collapse of the Soviet Union, the networks are getting smaller and
they developed a new dimension; money started to be involved in the exchange of favours.
(Ledeneva, 1998, Ledeneva, 2006)79
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3.2.6.1.

Networks as an Instrument of Survival

In the Soviet period blat was important and it continues to be. Blat could be summarised as
an exchange of favours. Important dimensions of blat were and still are proving information
and sometimes also a recommendation as well as introducing one to useful people. “I am
lucky that I have family and friends who always help. With their help I get things done.” 80
And ‘things’ differ; it is help with obtaining a place in a kinder-garden, school or university
or seeing a consultant as well as obtaining a permit to start a business etc. In this particular
type of blat, memory plays an important role. Furthermore, blat means respect for each other
as well as trust in each other. People either do someone a favour or through their network
organise that a friend or family member is helped. And this act is remembered and returned.
There is no need and often a possibility for the instant reward. (Ledeneva, 1998, p.142) This
sheds light on people’s acceptance of values around them as well as on the vision that the
system is here to stay and therefore they will be able to return the favour. Values which are
part of this understanding of blat treat the state and their own network/s differently. Within
one’s own network solidarity and mutual help are developed. But in relation to the state one
tries to get away with as big a slice of cake as possible and is not worried that as a result
someone else is getting a smaller slice or that soon nothing will be left to share. Or as one of
my respondents put it, “Public services are for grab and whoever comes first grabs as much
as s/he can take.”81 And this understanding of blat continues to be a part of Ukrainian
society.82 It could be also seen as a survival strategy since people depend on each other’s
help. As some of my respondents admitted themselves, they often do not have financial
means to pay for a favour but because of their own network they can provide a favour in
return. This particular type of blat is significant for networks which are getting smaller
because money has entered Ukrainian society and a smaller number of family and friends are
ready to offer their services for free and wait until they need a favour.
Networks are vital social, economic and political structures. They are and have been a
backbone of both Ukrainian state and society. Like in the rest of the former Soviet Union, in
Ukraine networks were and still are informal micro units based on personal contacts. There
are advantages in being an informal structure since its workings cannot be traced because
they are not documented. They were always dependent on personal contacts and “mediated
by the rhetoric of friendship”. (Ledeneva, 1998, p.37) In some cases, according to my own
experience from the former Yugoslavia, they were mediated through the rhetoric of
comradeship, which was a way to justify dealings taking place as a result of personal
contacts. One, after all, “has to help a comrade who has done so much for our state and
society”. Networks were and still are rooted in the institutions of power as much as in the rest
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of the society. Today a financial transaction is added to the rhetoric of friendship: “There are
three powerful networks at the top of our state who have power and money and they fight
each other for business support so that they can give support to Yanukovich in his
presidential bid for 2015 Presidency. They are a combination of a few powerful politicians
and businessmen. One of them (the Family) sent their men to the offices of an independent
channel TVi and asked them to leave premises claiming that the channel was sold. When we
phoned the investor he did not know that he had sold the channel. Personnel from TVi has
been trying to uncover and report on untold stories, stories mostly connected with
corruption.”83 According to Anastasia Stanko they were expelled from their offices because
they exposed the dealings in relation to the presidential residence near Kyiv.84 Another untold
story relates to the President being given $2,000.000 (two million American dollars) by a
company which does not publish books for a book which was not published. The official
story was changed and the money was declared to be an advance for a book given to the
President by a Donetsk Publishing Company.85 “However, 35 people had to leave their
premises two weeks ago and we are now trying to start an independent project on the
internet.”86 They would like to continue to tell untold stories, primarily of corruption in
Ukraine. Their public is going to be very small, since only 1/5 of the Ukrainian population
uses internet on a daily basis, and probably they are going to tell these stories to ‘already
converted’, to the people who know about these stories in general if not about each single one
in particular.
Networks are important for each strata of the society and they function differently. Among
big business and political elite, networks are defined primarily by financial transactions.
These networks function because their members financially reward each other. Even if
money is not exchanged what is exchanged has a monetary value since the market has spread
outside the economic sphere into state and society. (Sandel, 2013) Financial transactions have
spread into healthcare, education and work place. “People think they need to pay for
everything. Everything could be done legally but it takes long time.”87 So why people do not
persist in respecting the law? “I do not have time to go to the state hospital. I also feel sick
when I see the levels of corruption. I do not want to give them my money.”88 I was told that
the majority of people are demotivated and do not think that anything could be done since the
ruling elite is not prepared to change the rules of the game. “Due to the centralised system
people who are close to the ruling elite take pretty much everything.” 89 There is no
understanding among the ruling elite that, “To realize all the gains from trade, then, there has
to be a legal system and political order that enforces contracts, protects property rights,
carries out mortgage agreements, provides for limited liability corporations, and facilitates a
widely used capital market that makes the investments and loans more liquid than they would
otherwise be. These arrangements must also be expected to last for some time.” (Olson, 2000,
p.185)
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My respondents also argued that the opposition is not a proper opposition and, pointed out,
that it would have done the same (“robbed the country”) if it had power, as was the case after
the Orange Revolution. The civil society is neither vocal nor heard. The value system of the
ruling elite is based on money and their own needs. Oleksandr Demyanchuk defined them as
people of blat and bribes. For them, to borrow a saying, Ukraine is a business playground.
Even supporters of the Party of Regions admit that there is a widespread corruption but a few,
whom I met during the demonstrations on Sunday 19th May 2013, argued that the opposition
made a bigger deal out of it than it should have done and that their party was at least and at
last trying to address corruption. When I asked how, they had to leave to fetch their buses,
since the Party of Regions, as well as other political parties, organised a bus service to take
their supporters to Kyiv. According to the media reports people were paid to come to Kyiv.
And this trip, for some of them, was an exchange of favours as well as a financial
transaction.90
Michael Sandel argues that if market enters certain spheres of life it destroys values and
attitudes as well as undermines the goal. He raises the question of whether it is possible for
everything to be up for sale, including public goods like education, health and social services
(Sandel, 2013) We are addressing these three spheres since they are important mechanisms of
social inclusion and therefore important elements in addressing social exclusion and in
building a socially cohesive society. Social cohesion entails both social inclusion and social
capital. As we argued above, social inclusion as a policy instrument has a distributional
aspect as well as a relational aspect. The former aspect through the welfare state helps
individuals and families while the latter aspect addresses the disruption of social ties. As
stated above only 15% of poorest households has received a social benefits in Ukraine in
2011. 50% of households receives a support from family and friends and 75% had to cut
down on staple food. 42% of Ukrainian households spend 60% of their income on food. Igor
Kohut asked himself the question if it could get worse and he felt that Ukrainians still have
not reached the rock bottom. “People do not suffer because of the grey economy which is at
least 50% of our economy. People do not declare their real salary, they usually half it and
they do not pay tax if they can avoid it. So they still have a cushion which they enjoy which
ever story they tell.”91 Although it is difficult to prove this statement, however true it rings, it
became valid once I had opportunity to chat (after interviewing) to some of my respondents. I
heard stories of undeclared income and rents and each time shoulders were shrugged and
nothing was added. I challenged some of them and their answers ranged from, “It is
acceptable since everybody does it.”, to, “It is wrong but we are not robbing the country as
our ruling elites have done.” And also, “We are keeping what belongs to us.” and “What we
think is important but we need to survive.” Some of these people were very much aware that
they pushed themselves in a trap. They were pointing out that there was a lack of a value
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system in Ukraine but, at the same time, claimed that they could not financially afford to live
up to values which they aspired to. And it was not their fault that they were pushed onto the
margins of society.
In Ukraine, as my respondents argued, parents are ready to pay in goods or cash to get a child
to the right schools and university. Education is treated “as a source of private gain rather
than an instrument of the public good.” (Sandel, 2013, p.35) Instrumental approach towards
education – to buy an entrance into an educational institution at the expense of somebody else
who maybe deserves it on a merit – clearly shows how society is fragmented and does not
have a value system which glues it together. Education is not valued any longer in its own
right, it is also not seen as a public good which we all have a right to share equally. It is seen
as a step towards financial gain. Therefore, it is not surprising that all my respondents argued
that educational level has gone down since it is seen as a means towards a goal not as a goal
in its own right.92 Also in the last 20 years the number of universities have grown
dramatically. Today there are 345 universities in Ukraine in comparison with 149 universities
and 2 institutes 20 years ago. On the one hand there is a problem with filling the posts of
educators while on the other hand some universities enrol all people who apply so they have
to drop their standards. Svitlana Oksamytna, who does research on inter-generational
mobility measured by levels of education and class, argued that there were huge shortages of
pre-school education, from age 3 onwards, especially in rural areas and that the quality of
pre-school education in rural areas was very poor. So children from rural areas are
disadvantaged from the start. “There are a bigger variety of primary schools in urban areas
since some of them offer teaching of foreign languages (not one but two or three) and some
of them have computers. It is not like in the Soviet times when schools had only a single
curriculum which the state proscribed for all of them. The schools I mentioned are in demand
and usually in parts of the town where better off people live. Although the schools have to
enrol children according to distance of their home from the school there is a lot of
manoeuvring going on. If the school is oversubscribed it has a right to choose whom to enrol.
Often children are accepted because their parents buy equipment, a computer for example,
and commit themselves to support the school. I have heard of schools where parents help
with basic repairs since the budget funds usually cover only teachers’ salaries and often
nothing more is left in schools purse. The above mentioned schools often have good results
because they attract good quality teachers. Although their salaries are not higher than in other
schools in the same area, teachers have a lot of support not only because parents help with the
equipment and repairs but also some of them get involved in the school.”93 A few of my
respondents expressed the same concerns. Primary schools are not too bad but the curriculum
changes too often and it is still not broad enough, especially when it comes to foreign
languages, history and literature. When it comes to secondary schools a distance criterion
does not apply, so there is a bigger space for manoeuvring on the part of the school and
parents put a lot of effort to get their children into the ‘right’ school. And the right school
leads to a more prestigious university. Oleksandr Demyanchuk pointed out that there were
more university places than number of pupils who leave secondary education.94 “There is an
overproduction of people with university degrees. It is not like it was in the Soviet Union that
a degree led to a job and job to usually a higher class status. Unemployment rate is high
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among young people with degrees, higher among women than men. High unemployment
among young people with degrees, both men and women, is a social problem.”95 The official
unemployment rate is around 15-17% but unofficial one is double and even that number
according to Nikolai Shulga is not correct since it does not take into account all the migrants.
“Our statistic is running to produce what is good to show not what is actually happening on
the ground.”96 He reckons that 6-7 million Ukrainians work abroad. As my discussion with
young students at Taras Shevchenko University clearly showed, they all were expecting not
only any job but a good job since they were going to have a university degree. They saw a
university degree as a ‘lunch ticket’ since some of them as well as their families were making
financial sacrifices. Only 40% of students receive state support while 60% have to pay fees.
And the fees differ from university to university since more prestigious universities charge
higher fees. For example a politics degree at Kyiv Mohyla University costs $3,000 per
annum, at Taras Shevchenko $2,000 and in Lviv $1,500.97 Some of these students worked as
tourist guides and some in the bars. Students who spoke English, French or German and
worked as tourist guides were earning a “decent income”, not wanting to state how much
money that meant, and were able to rent a “decent flat”.98 Svitlana Oksamytna argues that,
according to her research results, there is hardly any social mobility in Ukraine. Children
usually stay in the same class category as their parents. Although in the independent Ukraine
there are many more universities, they do not help people move from one class category into
the other. “Only children who come from socially advantaged background are upwardly
socially mobile, and socially advantaged background is based primarily on money since jobs
cost a lot to buy.”99
When one mentions the health care system in Ukraine, the first words which are spoken relate
to the importance of bribes and networks, with an emphasis on the former. According to the
EBRD data, corruption is perceived to be the most prevalent in the health care system,
followed by the education system. (EBRD, 2011, p.111) Being ill costs money and not
everybody is able to pay for it and therefore does not receive a proper care. “I understand that
doctors are underpaid but I wish they can give me a proper attention.” 100 Oleksandra Betliy
pointed out that the Government initiated a reform of the health care system in 2011 precisely
because there were complaints about the quality of care as well as access to health care
facilities. The quality of care has been undermined by the level of education falling as well by
poor equipment. Medical degrees can be bought like any other degree and, as my respondents
added, hopefully young doctors learn as they perform their job. They are also supervised to
start with and follow older and more experienced doctors. “The administration is ruling the
health care system. We doctors are not heard. They decide from which company the
equipment is bought. It does not matter what we as doctors suggest. They do not mind if the
equipment is bad quality or expensive.”101 Access to health care facilities differs very much
from oblast to oblast, region to region, town to town and the boroughs in a city. In general
rural areas do not have the same quality of care facilities as urban areas. But as one of my
respondents argued, “It does not help me to know that Kyiv has better health care system than
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other cities when the care I receive is poor. Please do not take me wrong. I am pleased that
some people get good health care. I am these days asked to pay to see a doctor or a nurse
when I go to a Policlinic. They say, It is not for us personally, we need to buy some basic
material to be able to run the Policlinic. And what am I supposed to do? I am pleased that
despite being older I am healthy and I now use Chinese medication. I read about it and then
talk to my friends about their experiences and use it.”102
According to the 2011 legislation the Government started a pilot scheme in three oblasts,
Donetsk, Dnipropetrovsk, Vinnytsia and the city of Kyiv. The new system consists of centres
of primary care, hospitals and specialist hospitals. Everyone needs to go to the centres of
primary care to see their doctor and s/he decides if a patient needs to see a consultant. One
can choose a doctor and needs to stay with him/her for a year and then can change a doctor.
This was done so that the doctors have an incentive to look after their patients without asking
for bribes. Their salary comes from the state budget via local government. It depends on the
number of patients as well as the quality of their care. In towns and cities one doctor has to
have 1,500 patients on his/her list and in villages 1,200. If they have more patients they
receive a bonus. The quality of doctor’s care is measured especially by early diagnosis of
illnesses and also, for example, by vaccination of children. The old system, which is still
running, has surgeries which have ‘therapists’ (GP for adults) and paediatricians (a GP for
children). The next level are policlinics, which at the rayon level, combine their care with
care of ‘narrow’ specialists (such as, opthamologist, otorhinolaryngologist, neurologist,
gynecologist) and the final one hospitals. In the present system some policlinics are tied up
with hospitals and some not. Patients can skip going to surgeries and most of them go directly
to policlinics because they hope to benefit from a better quality of care. “The first reports
coming from the three oblasts and the city of Kyiv argue that people are not happy and do not
want to go to centres of primary care but directly to policlinics as they are used to.
Paediatricians and therapist are asked to retrain so that they can cater for all patients
irrespectively of their age. Paediatricians are complaining that they cannot retrain in 6 months
let alone in 4 months since the period of retraining has been shortened. They do not want to
retrain, that is the bottom line. They are against the reform because it would mean more work
and, at least to start with, the same salary. They also worry that they will not receive
bribes.”103 Two doctors I spoke to hinted that the hospital administration receives bribes
from big companies which produce medical equipment. They said that they receive $250
monthly. But they have husbands who work, one has a daughter who also works and they
have dachas on which they grow fruit and vegetables. “Yes, $250 does not go far, it covers
food and bills and one has to be careful where to go and buy food as well as all other things
for the household. I can afford to buy cloths only on sale. Yes, our salaries are small but that
is not a problem. The problem is that we losing ideals and that is sad. The only values in our
society are material values. People sometimes do not understand, even my daughter does not
understand, that my job is my vocation. I am ready to stay in hospital longer to help children
and that makes me happy.”104 However, a Survey of Doctors took place in 2005 and 2006
asking them the following question, If your salary was $1,000 would you refuse informal
payments? And the social context is important since the survey took place immediately after
the Orange Revolution when ideals were still running high. Nearly everyone said, No. As
Oleksandra Bentliy, who took part in conducting the survey, argued, there have not been that
many people who are ready to fight corruption. Also Business Enterprise Survey, which takes
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place 3 times a year, constantly produces the same figure when asking managers of all
different companies if corruption is an obstacle. Only 3-5% see it as an obstacle. Corruption
is a part of the system, culture and mentality. And also it creates a space for the shadow
economy which is an important part of the Ukrainian economy.105
Some of my respondents argued that the health care system in Kyiv is in a complete mess
since the reform was introduced without prior consultation and information so a minority of
people try to go with it while the majority try to ignore it. The GPs themselves try to sabotage
it by arguing that they will leave surgeries and that the retraining process would be too short
to enable them to deal with both adults and children. They knowingly or unknowingly put
pressure on the patients to opt out of the reform. These opinions were supported by
Oleksandra Bentliy who added that the Ministry of Health Care opted for a reform of the
national health system without prior consultation. “They did not have the data on which to
base the reform. They did not produce an action plan. They did not give information to local
government and they did not provide full funds for the reform.”106 On top of all these the
Central Government decided to speed up the reform process by introducing the reform into
more oblasts although the reform, pending on the pilot scheme reports, was due to be rolled
out in 2015. The reform was changed into a National Plan and signed by the President. So
again there is no action plan and there are no funds for the reform and again the local
government was not informed about it, not to mention informing and consulting the public.
This shows that the ruling elite is completely cut off from its own population and is in
keeping with our depiction of Ukraine as a fragmented society.
Everyone argues that there is a need for the reform of the health care system but certain
procedures need to be respected so that the reform can be prepared and written and then
piloted and implemented. These procedures were not at all respected so a needed reform is
undermined. “Reform of the health care system is seen by the population as evil. Everything
is blamed on it.”107 The reform is highly politicised and the opposition would like to stop it.
However, the Central Government blames local governments for the problems with the
implementation of the reform. Local governments claim that they have been underfunded and
not informed. “On the health reform population does not trust local government since they
claim that the local government would like to gain from it. Central government also argues
that the implementation of the reform is a responsibility of the local government but the local
government has not been involved in the process of drafting it at all.”108
The ruling elite has “successfully consolidated all power in its own hands.”109 That is both
political and economic power. Nearly all my respondents talked in the terms of Ukrainian
society being divided into 10% of rich and 90% of poor. “The middle class is disappearing,
fighting to survive and is not any longer able to introduce and push for a social change.”110
Oleksandr Demyanchuk hopes that SMEs will be able to take over the role of the middle
classes and push for changes. They stood up to President Yanukovich and his business
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partners when in early November 2010 the Parliament approved tax reform legislation aimed
at balancing the national budget, and reducing tax evasion. As Demyanchuk pointed out,
critics of the bill have argued that the laws would give tax breaks to major industry, while
increasing tax audits and operating fees on small- and medium-business. Demonstrations
against a government plan to increase taxes on businesses began across the country after the
bill was passed by the parliament, with the largest protests taking place in the capital Kiev.
Hundreds of protesters, supported by a pair of opposition parliament members, by midNovember had erected and occupied the Maidan Square putting up military tents, a field
kitchen, field heaters and 24-hour security. Ukrainian police after 3 weeks broke up a camp
erected by opponents of planned tax rises on small- and medium-sized businesses.111
Ukrainian President Viktor Yanukovych vetoed an early version of the controversial tax bill,
in a concession to the protesters that brought him into open conflict with his own political
party. Ukraine's Parliament passed a revised version of the tax code but protest organisers
said the amended law remained regressive. And they continued to fight the President and the
parliament. However, SMEs are also a very much part of the system. “They themselves do
not declare tax, since there are so many taxes to pay, and they do not report bribes which they
pay to speed up the process of registration, or change of premises or change of business.”112
This is not surprising since 2010 more than 1,000,000 SMEs closed down as a result of the
taxes going up. SMEs are perceived as a life-line for a lot of people who try to supplement
their income. University professors and NGO members have their consultancy companies.
All of them complained about the regulations for starting a business as well as running it.
Although, at least since January 2013, they do not need any longer to report each quarter on
their business activities but just once a year. They reported that their business time could
have been easily eaten up with filling in all the forms and visiting different offices. Also, on a
positive side, one-window shop has been opened and they hoped that, after initial problems, it
is going to function better and therefore reduce time which is now spent running from one
office to another, for example, going to pension, than income, than tax office etc. However,
they do not feel supported by the Government although they feel that SMEs are engines of
economic growth and development.
4.

Conclusion

Ukraine is a highly centralised state and fragmented society. Political decision are made by a
small ruling elite that combine political and commercial interests. As a presidential
democracy the power is in the hands of the President Viktor Yanukovich and he makes sure
that it stays there. Since he came to power he has been trying, successfully, as my
respondents argued, to centralise power. The legislation on local government and
administrative-territorial reform which was drafted in 2009 and, to this day, has not been
discussed in the Parliament since the Central Government claims that the local government is
functioning. The same Government pays lip service to the legislation on local government
proposed by the Council of Europe. “We clearly and consistently adhere to the policy of
attracting the European local government experience, realizing that in the course of reform,
the Ukrainian model of local government will be one of the most advanced in Europe.” These
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are the words spoken by the chairman of the state fund of support for local government,
Serhiy Malikov, when the Ukrainian Delegation reported to representatives of the Congress
of Local and Regional Authorities of the Council of Europe on the reform of local
government. According to Malikov, Ukraine has actually created a concept of local
government reform with the involvement of European and Ukrainian expert circles. It has
been widely discussed at the level of nongovernmental organizations and takes into account
the current European standards and wishes of territorial communities – rural, urban and
regional. It is expected that this document will soon be approved by the Council of Regions
under the President of Ukraine. The concept anticipates the delegation of broader powers to
self-government bodies, creating larger financial resources for their activities and for the
improvement of the legal system. “Having implemented a clear-cut mechanism, we will
achieve two goals: in particular, any service of a local government agency should be as close
to the person as possible, and by its qualities it should not depend on the location of that
person – whether it is a village or a city,” he said.113 The Council of Europe produced the
Strategy for the Local Self-Government as well as the Action Plan two years ago and the
Parliament has been discussing it for the last two years. This autumn the Parliament will
propose its own action plan as Malikov informed the Council of Europe. The majority of my
respondents stated that they were not hoping for any major decision to be made since the
Government will continue to use the same strategy with Europe, paying a lip service and
postponing discussion on the proposed action plan in the Parliament by claiming that it needs
to involve local governments in the discussion and that this process takes time. According to
the respondents, the Central Government will do everything to subvert the process of
consultation. Furthermore, the Parliament and the President opted to reveal their action plan
in September, just two months before the Vilnius meeting. Sergiy Tolstov is right when he
argued that the present political situation in Ukraine is characterised by the absence of
decisions. Administrative-territorial reform and discussions about the importance of the local
government have not been on the governmental agenda since 2011. The reason is ideological
because it is not in the interest of Kyiv banking lobby, party nomenklatura and big business.
When it comes to the health reform there is definitely not an absence of decisions; it feels
more like an over-production of decisions which have not been thought through. But what
these both processes share, as quite a few respondents commented on, is the silence of the
ruling elite and hardly any need to justify its behaviour since the society is so fragmented and
“self-isolated”. They call it silence, despite a lot of noise, because nothing substantial is said.
There is a cacophony which after a while can not be heard. Sergiy Tolstov also argued that
decentralisation is seen by the ruling elite as a socialist idea, giving power to the people, and
therefore silently ruled out.114 My respondents argued that decentralization is the only way
forward for Ukraine and a part of the process of decentralization is giving more powers to
local government. The role of the Central Government is to work together with the local
government but what is happening in Ukraine is that the Central Government, using local
state administration causes a friction in the local government and seeks to divide and rule.
The reform of the local government, which has the support of the European Union and the
Council of Europe, is vital for the development of democratic state and society but as the
Council of Europe argues, “In a context of increasingly volatile and uncertain economic
conditions, eﬀective responses by local governments, in harmony with the policies of central
governments, are crucial to sustainable growth and sound ﬁscal outcomes. Policy coordination between the central and sub-central governments is of profound importance to the
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eﬀectiveness of both.” (Davey, ed., p.15) Analyses of draft legislations on administrativeterritorial reform and local government as well as on the health reform clearly showed that
the processes of participation and inclusion are not followed. As we argued, local governance
means including the population in the process of governance and developing different ways
to facilitate their participation. The draft legislations have not been discussed at all by the
general public and they are known exclusively to policy makers and experts. The general
public, to my knowledge, is not aware of these draft laws at all. When it comes to the Law on
Health Care, it has been implemented without prior dissemination of information and
consultation and then by a Presidential fiat turned into the National Plan. In both cases the
procedures which exist in Ukrainian legislation have not been respected. People “are robbed”
of their right to decide their future since the President and his ruling elite, still subscribe to
and behave like a hazyayin.115 The ruling elite does not value local governance since, as they
judge it, it would deprive them of political power and economic wealth. They want to make
decisions, not to delegate them or to devolve them, and they want to allocate financial
resources not to distribute them. These clearly shows that the political elite is ready to
exclude population from the process of governing and therefore that they are not ready to
support local governance. As my respondents argued, the ruling elite wants to keep people
out of politics and does not pay attention to the fact that “The current crisis gives rise to doubt
and pessimism at all levels of governance. At a time when people are worried about the
future, local and regional authorities have to re-establish their citizens’ conﬁdence and hope,
and perspectives on how we can ﬁnd ways and means to create a coherent framework for
action.” Davey, ed., p.21)

As a result of the 2008 economic crisis, on top of the previous 20 years, the majority of
people are struggling to survive. They have turned to their family and friends and are not
getting involved into politics. As Igor Kohut pointed out, “Ukrainians live according to the
proverb (which relates to the name of the country and translates as borderland or on the
edge), Our house is at the very end.”116 Nearly all respondents commented on the psychology
of Ukrainian people which makes them trust only a very small circle and being closed
towards “anything new”. But as we pointed out there are also political and economic reasons.
According to both the survey data as well as my interviews people do not trust the political
elite but also do not trust civil society. The people are rather cynical about everyone who is
involved or interested in the political sphere. They see both the ruling elite and political
opposition as people who are there to gain wealth for themselves. And they have developed
their own networks and they trust them and depend on them not for producing wealth but for
survival. Ukraine is a fragmented society in which networks are either instruments of survival
or of wealth creation. Blat still plays an important role in Ukrainian society, one can argue
even more since the 2008 economic crisis because people are impoverished and rely on close
networks which can help to obtain certain services and goods without paying for them.
However, these types of networks are getting smaller since people are not ready to wait for
the time when they shall need a favour. What they want in exchange is money. Corruption is
everywhere in Ukraine and it is undermining, as we saw, education and health care as well as
social security and job market. Education, and health care are not any longer the public good
but they are a private gain. Both education and health care as well as jobs can be bought and
they are seen as means to a goal (personal wealth creation) not a goal in its own right. They
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are not instruments of social cohesion as we argued they should be, but contrary to that they
are instruments of social exclusion. Families who do not have money or connections could be
deprived of equal service standard in education and health care. And as Svitlana Oksamytna
pointed out money buys social mobility. Social mobility is not merit based but a part of
financial transaction.
My respondents pointed out that support for the local government is a support for a
democratic Ukraine in Europe. They felt that local government would know and understand
local issues much better than the central government. Local councillors also have special
incentives to get things done since they are a part of the community, either as citizens who
would like themselves to enjoy investments in the local community or as councillors who
would like to be voted back in power. But they also pointed out that presently local
government is lacking politically educated people who are able to deal with the issues on the
ground and therefore often certain projects cannot be done. And that also applied to the
projects from the EU where in addition to the lack of the knowledge of issues there is a lack
of the knowledge of foreign languages. Also local government has not been vocal enough in
expressing their opinion, partly because of the lack of education in general117 and political
knowledge in particular118 and party because some of them are loyal to the Central
Government and do as they are told. (Tkachuk, et al., p.105) A part of the political education
in Ukraine is to educate local councillors that their loyalty is with their people and democratic
state and that expressing one’s opinion and criticising somebody else is a part of the
democratic debate.119
Ukrainian ruling elite does not promote let alone strengthens local government, capacity
building and citizens’ democratic participation at local and regional level. Civil society is too
weak to put pressure on the President and the Parliament and Ukrainian citizens show little
interest since they do not trust the ruling elite.
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APPENDIX 2:
Framework for Conducting Interviews:
Provisional questions:
Questions on Current System:
1. Please tell me about the current system of local government in the Ukraine.
2. Does local government involve the local population in its discussions before making
decisions in relation to its services, be it, education, housing, health or support for
SMEs? (prompts, what are the established channels of communication?, does the local
government actively support the formation of different civil society organisations or
single issue movements?)
3. What advantages does local government have over central government? What kind of
issues are most effectively addressed by local rather than central government?
(prompts: in what areas is local government more responsive?)

Questions about Reforms to Local Government:
4. What reforms of local government have taken place in the Ukraine?
5. What is your opinion of the impact of these reforms? (prompt: any impact on political
views (e.g. opposition parties) and public opinion?)
6. Please can you tell me about current discussions and debates related to potential
government reforms (prompt- different government proposals? Who has been making
these proposals. What is the underlying rationale for these proposals?).
7. What is the likely impact of the proposed reforms? (prompt- impact on education,
business, housing, health?) How would the proposed reforms devolve the powers
between different levels of government? (prompts, is there a need for local
government to make and take decisions on education, business, housing, health?, how
would these decision influence the local community?)
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8. In your opinion how can local government address issues related to health, education,
employment and support for SMES?
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